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Para la Ins�tución Universitaria Colombo Americana - ÚNICA la
inves�gación cons�tuye uno de los pilares más importantes en el
desarrollo del proceso de formación de docentes, junto con la prác�ca
pedagógica y los contenidos curriculares. En virtud de ello y par�endo del
axioma que señala que, “para ser un buen educador, se debe ser un buen
inves�gador”, en ÚNICA existe un compromiso ins�tucional con la
formación en inves�gación.

La inves�gación en ÚNICA se concibe desde las siguientes modalidades:
Inves�gación forma�va, inves�gación propiamente dicha y ac�vidades de
inves�gación, extensión y proyección social.

La inves�gación se asume como una ac�vidad organizada y rigurosa, a
través de la cual el estudiante dispone de las herramientas conceptuales y
metodológicas que le permi�rán asimilar, transferir, aplicar y producir el
conocimiento y, proponer y llevar a cabo acciones que contribuyan a la
solución de los problemas que se afrontan en la realidad del ejercicio de la
docencia.

En consecuencia, los proyectos de inves�gación desarrollados en la
ins�tución se inscriben en el campo de los saberes pedagógicos, lo que
permite adelantar la reflexión sobre la planeación, la organización y el
desarrollo de los procesos curriculares en los diferentes niveles y ámbitos
educa�vos. Así, se pretende construir, ampliar o re-signi�car el saber
pedagógico en relación con las prác�cas forma�vas y las interacciones que
se generan en los procesos de construcción y apropiación del
conocimiento, las estrategias de enseñanza, las dinámicas, ritmos y es�los
de aprendizaje, los modelos, enfoques y procesos curriculares
mayoritariamente aplicados a entornos bilingües o de la enseñanza del
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inglés como segunda lengua.

Con la intención de contribuir a la reflexión y solución de los problemas
educa�vos del país, las polí�cas de inves�gación de la Ins�tución
Universitaria Colombo Americana - ÚNICA han sido formuladas de manera
coherente con el marco norma�vo y legal colombiano; así que parten del
reconocimiento del valor que le imprime a una sociedad la generación de
saber, acorde con el Sistema Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnología que asume
que: “el conocimiento y sus múl�ples aplicaciones son elementos centrales
para el desarrollo económico y social de las sociedades contemporáneas”
(CONPES, 2000).

A par�r de la idea anterior, los lineamientos para las polí�cas de
inves�gación ins�tucionales se enuncian de la siguiente manera:

La inves�gación se reconoce como una de las bases fundamentales para
el conocimiento, por lo que es competencia de la Ins�tución Universitaria
Colombo Americana- ÚNICA, a través del Departamento de
inves�gaciones, promover la producción, formación y par�cipación en
inves�gación de los dis�ntos actores de su sistema, así como su dialogo
abierto y permanente con los escenarios de la docencia y la proyección
social.

La inves�gación en ÚNICA está concebida para fortalecer el desarrollo
académico de los programas, así como la iden�dad de la ins�tución en
materia de pedagogía.

La Ins�tución Universitaria Colombo Americana - ÚNICA desarrolla
acciones enfocadas a la ar�culación de la producción cien��ca con el
campo de la pedagogía y ac�vidades relacionadas con la Responsabilidad
Social, que es el contexto en el cual está inmersa.

ÚNICA apoya la creación de grupos, proyectos y par�cipación en redes
de inves�gación de diversa índole, basándose en las problemá�cas
educa�vas en un contexto nacional e internacional.

ÚNICA vela por el desarrollo é�co y responsable de la inves�gación en
todos los sen�dos; a su vez que garan�za la propiedad intelectual de los
productos de inves�gación relacionados en sus procesos.

Como muestra del compromiso de ÚNICA con dichos lineamientos, la
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Ins�tución Universitaria Colombo Americana ha logrado consolidar un
grupo de inves�gación denominado Innova�on on Bilingual Educa�on –
INNOBED reconocido por Colciencias en categoría B. Su misión es
contribuir al mejoramiento cualita�vo de la educación en Colombia a
través de la generación de conocimiento en las áreas relacionadas con el
bilingüismo, la formación docente, el desarrollo y uso de tecnologías de
información y comunicación en el sector educa�vo, el desarrollo,
aplicación y evaluación de innovaciones del proceso enseñanza
aprendizaje, la relación de la é�ca y los valores en el sistema escolar y la
generación de propuestas que agreguen valor en la administración y el
liderazgo educa�vos.

ÚNICA también ha logrado posicionar el Congreso semestral de
inves�gación en el área de educación bilingüe �tulado Research in Ac�on
como un escenario para la interacción de inves�gadores en el área de la
educación bilingüe a nivel nacional y la socialización de los resultados de
sus proyectos de inves�gación. Este Congreso se lleva a cabo en la Sala
Tairona del Centro Colombo Americano, sede centro. A éste asisten
inves�gadores consagrados y en formación vinculados a diversas
universidades del país entre las cuales están la Universidad Jorge Tadeo
Lozano, la Universidad Nacional de Colombia, la Universidad Distrital
Francisco José de Caldas, la Universidad Pedagógica Nacional, la
Universidad de la Salle, la Universidad Antonio Nariño y la Corporación
Universitaria Minuto de Dios – Uniminuto.

En estas memorias se recopilan las ponencias presentadas en la versión
XV del Congreso semestral de inves�gación Research in Ac�on, organizado
por la Ins�tución Universitaria Colombo Americana –ÚNICA el 21 de
noviembre de 2018. Se destacan las ins�tuciones a las que están
vinculados los ponentes incluidos en estas memorias: Ins�tución
Universitaria Colombo Americana – ÚNICA, Universidad de la Sabana y
Universidad Distrital Francisco José de Caldas. Cabe señalar que se
compilan los documentos orginales presentados por los ponentes y, en
este sen�do, lo expresado por los autores no representa la posición de la
ins�tución Universitaria Colombo Americana – ÚNICA.
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AUTHENTIC VIDEO MATERIALS: A TOOL
FOR VOCABULARY LEARNING AND GLOBAL

CITIZENSHIP SKILLS REFLECTION

Jasmín Alfonso

jasmin.alfonso@unica.edu.co

Ximena Romero

ximena.romero@unica.edu.co
Ins�tución Universitaria Colombo Americana - ÚNICA

Introduc�on
Using authen�c materials to teach English has proved to be an e�ec�ve

resource in English as Foreign Language contexts (Gilmore, 2011). This kind
of materials help learners work holis�cally since they integrate various
aspects of language learning such as pragma�cs, gramma�cal structures,
pronuncia�on, and vocabulary including idioms and other language
chunks. Teachers may �nd that bringing real life materials is a powerful
tool to expose students to rich input that is not present in textbooks or any
other type of instruc�onal materials. Gilmore (2011) and Segueni (2016)
have evidenced the posi�ve e�ect of using authen�c materials like songs,
readings, and videos. In their studies, learners exposed to authen�c
materials improved not only their communica�ve competence in areas
such as speaking, pragma�cs, and vocabulary learning, but also their
con�dence in understanding and speaking English.

Despite the bene�ts found, authen�c materials are not yet used as
desirable, at the college level, nor does a pedagogical model about how to
use them in the classroom exist. Thus, there is a myriad of di�cul�es
associated with authen�c texts. To illustrate, Zyzick and Polio (2017) bring
up a common concern among educators: it is �me consuming to �nd
appropriate authen�c materials and create good ac�vi�es to exploit them.
It might be also assumed that using authen�c materials at beginning levels
can result in both teacher and student frustra�on as texts that are too
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challenging for learners and a not well-designed task may bring
demo�va�on and minimal learning. Therefore, a more consistent
implementa�on of such resources is needed to demys�fy those
assump�ons.

Context
The interven�on has been taking place in two English classes (i.e., low

intermediate and intermediate levels) which are taught by the two
researchers. Once a week, an ac�vity is designed around an authen�c
video that relates to the topic of the unit or lesson. The ac�vity walks
learners through pre-, while-and post stages to navigate video content.

Research Ques�ons (RQ):

Main ques�on

How does the use of authen�c videos impact students’ linguis�c
competence expressed in vocabulary gains in English I and II courses in �rst
and second semester respec�vely at UNICA?

Other ques�ons:

a. What’s students’ percep�on of the use of authen�c materials in the
classroom?

b. What other e�ects are observed when students are exposed to
authen�c materials?

c. What are the components of a model for teachers to choose and
implement authen�c materials in the beginners’ classroom?

Par�cipants
The par�cipants are twenty-four students from a private bilingual

teachers’ college (ins�tución universitaria) majoring in English teaching
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who take English lessons four days a week during two-hour periods.
Students’ age range between 17 and 20 years of age. Ten par�cipants from
a Low Intermediate English course and fourteen students from an
Intermediate course have been part of the interven�on.

Methodology
This is an ac�on research study that seeks to shed light on the e�ec�ve

use of authen�c materials in the English as a Foreign Language (EFL)
classroom. This classroom-based study employed several qualita�ve data
collec�on instruments to answer the research ques�ons: class
observa�ons, students’ ar�facts, surveys, and informal talks as described
as follows:

Class observa�on notes were taken to register students’ reac�ons
towards the materials and ac�vi�es proposed, their poten�al use
of new vocabulary, and other signi�cant events.

Students’ ar�facts were gathered to analyze how they used new
vocabulary items taken from the authen�c videos.

A survey was answered by students every �me they worked on
authen�c video related ac�vi�es to know their percep�ons of
using such materials in the class. They were allowed to use either
English or Spanish to answer.

Informal and individual talks between the researchers and the
par�cipants took place a�er the interven�on. The talks enquired
about learners’ opinions on the authen�c video related ac�vi�es
carried out during the interven�on.

Theore�cal Framework

Communica�ve Competence

The no�on of communica�ve competence has been a basic tenet in the
ESL �eld for years da�ng back to the late six�es and early seven�es. Thus,
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Hymes’ ini�al de�ni�on of such no�on has evolved into a more complex,
descrip�ve model comprising components such as linguis�c, sociocultural,
strategic, and discourse competence (Canale 1983, in Celce-Murcia,
Dörnyei, and Thurrell, 1995). Despite changes and various proposals of a
model (e.g., Canale, and Swain1980; Canale, 1980; Celce-Murcia, Dörnyei,
and Thurrell, 1995), Gilmore (2007) asserts that �ve components are
accepted as the core of a model for communica�ve competence: Linguis�c
competence, pragmalinguis�c competence, sociopragma�c competence,
strategic competence, and discourse competence. These �ve competences
will be considered and explained for the purpose of this paper and they
will be complemented, as the need emerges, with ideas from the model
proposed by Celce-Murcia et al. (1995).

Linguis�c competence

This component entails knowledge related to lexis, morphology, syntax,
phonology, and orthography (when wri�en) of the language. This is the
most well-known competence and the one that has received most
a�en�on in the English as a Foreign Language (EFL) and ESL (English as a
Second Language) �elds.

Pragmalinguis�c competence

Knowledge of this component implies understanding of what a given
u�erance expresses beyond its literal meaning as represented by speech
acts and the speaker’s inten�ons underlying words.

Sociopragma�c competence

Also known as sociocultural and ac�onal competence (see Celce-Murcia
et al., 1995), this component entails knowledge of the social and cultural
systems of a language and what is considered appropriate within those
systems. It moves beyond words and u�erances into non-verbal features
accompanying language such as gestures, body language and proxemics.
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Strategic competence

Knowledge of this component means understanding and using
communica�on strategies appropriately as required by the situa�on.
Gilmore (2007) listed four subcomponents cons�tu�ng this strategy,
namely, avoidance or reduc�on strategies, compensatory strategies,
stalling strategies, and interac�onal strategies, while Celce-Murcia et al.
(1995) considered self-monitoring strategies in addi�on to the four
men�oned before.

Discourse competence

This competence refers to the knowledge required to produce coherent
and cohesive texts at the spoken and wri�en levels. Celce- Murcia et al.
(1995) suggested �ve subcomponents to this competence: Cohesion,
deixis, coherence, genre/generic structure, and conversa�onal structure.

Authen�c Materials

Authen�c materials have been associated to dis�nct meanings over the
last three decades, but two of the most objec�ve de�ni�ons are the
baseline to this study. Morrow, 1977 (cited in Gilmore, 2007) de�ned
authen�c materials as “a stretch of real language, produced by a real
speaker or writer for a real audience and designed to convey a real
message of some sort” (p. 98). Zyzik and Polio (2017) opted for a more
speci�c de�ni�on, “authen�c materials are those created for some real-
world purposes other than language learning, o�en, but not always, by
na�ve speakers for na�ve speakers” (p.4) The authors clarify that text
refers to any spoken or wri�en language that is part of a set of materials.
They also explain that materials can include pictures without any language.
That is to say, both spoken and wri�en language samples are considered
authen�c texts.

Involvement Load Hypothesis

Authen�c videos are o�en used in the classroom to develop students’
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listening skills by exposing learners to pre-listening ac�vi�es focused on
pre-teaching vocabulary; however, this strategy alone does not guarantee
vocabulary learning (Chang and Read, 2006). Some vocabulary research
(Laufer & Huls�jn, 2001) suggests that three key factors lead to reten�on
of words: need, search and evalua�on. These factors combine into what is
called involvement cons�tu�ng, thus, the load involvement hypothesis as
proposed by Laufer and Huls�jn (2001).

The need component is the mo�va�onal dimension of involvement. It is
concerned with the need to achieve. Regarding reading, for example, when
the learner needs to understand the meaning of a word that is essen�al for
comprehension, she will experience the need to understand it. When
wri�ng or speaking, if the learner wants to refer to a concept or an object,
she will need to know the meaning of the L2 word that is unfamiliar.

Search and evalua�on cons�tute the cogni�ve dimension of
involvement. Search is de�ned as the e�ort to �nd the meaning of an
unfamiliar word by using a dic�onary or consul�ng an expert. Evalua�on
entails whether a word �ts or not a given context. In a L2 wri�ng task, for
instance, in which an L1 word is looked up in the dic�onary, it is necessary
for the learner to assess which is the most suitable transla�on to be
chosen for the speci�c meaning that is intended to be conveyed in the L2
context. Laufer and Huls�jn (2001), claim that words that are processed
with higher involvement load will be be�er retained than words which are
processed with lower involvement load.

Simpli�ca�on and Elabora�on in L2 acquisi�on

In the English as a foreign language classroom, instruc�on is usually
based on text books that are o�en simpli�ed and adapted to the level of
language learners. Although these textbooks help comprehension, they do
not expose learners to the wealth of authen�c language they need in order
to progress in their L2 learning process. For this reason, Long (2015)
advocates for elabora�on, which is the process of adding to a text rather
than elimina�ng or reducing poten�ally di�cult items. A common
technique in elabora�on is redundancy which is a�ained by providing
repe��on, synonyms, examples, or restatements for di�cult lexical items.
Teachers should elaborate, as discussed by Long (2015), rather than
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simplifying, (Zyzick and Polio, 2017) as various English textbooks tend to
do.

Literature Review
Several research studies have demonstrated a posi�ve e�ect of the

integra�on of various authen�c materials on the development of students’
communica�ve competence in English.

Gilmore’s (2011) study reports on a 10-month classroom-based
longitudinal inves�ga�on, exploring the poten�al of authen�c materials to
develop Japanese learners’ communica�ve competence (i.e. linguis�c,
pragmalinguis�c, sociopragma�c, strategic, and discourse competencies) in
English. The results indicated that the experimental group outperformed
the control group in �ve of the eight measures, sugges�ng that the
authen�c materials and their associated tasks were more e�ec�ve in
developing a broader range of communica�ve competencies in learners
than the textbook materials.

Similarly, Segueni (2016), explored the e�ect of a whole semester of
exposure to authen�c materials (AM) on the development of foreign
language learners’ communica�ve and pragma�c competence (i.e.
pragma�c and discourse competence). The results of the study showed
that authen�c materials not only developed a wide range of
communica�ve competences but were strongly appealing to the
par�cipants in the experimental group. The increase demonstrated by the
experimental group in their con�dence in understanding and producing
speech acts is the most signi�cant result. Students became increasingly
comfortable hearing English, they understood more of the AM that they
were exposed to. Furthermore, such type of materials not only had
posi�ve impact on learners’ mo�va�on but proved �t to learners’ diverse
learning needs as well.

In a local context, Cas�llo, Isuasty and Jaime (2017) carried out a
research study in a foreign language school at a Colombian public
university. Its main purpose was to analyze the extent to which the use of
authen�c materials and tasks contributes to the enhancement of the
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communica�ve competence on an A2 level English course. A mixed study
composed of a quasi-experimental and a descrip�ve-qualita�ve research
design was implemented by means of a pre-test, a post-test, observa�ons,
semi-structured interviews, surveys, and diaries. The �ndings showed that
the use of authen�c materials and tasks, within the framework of a
pedagogical project, had an impact on students’ communica�ve
competence progress and on the teaching prac�ces in the experimental
group.

The inherent di�culty (i.e. speed, reduced forms, and colloquial
language) of aural authen�c materials has usually prevented educators
from using them with students at beginning levels. However, Maxim
(2002), presents the design, results, and implica�ons from a study
involving beginning college-level language students who read a 142-page
romance novel in their �rst semester of German. The study explored the
ways extensive reading at a beginning level a�ected general reading
comprehension and language pro�ciency. Maxim’s study concluded that
students in the �rst semester of German were able to read a long and
unedited novel. In other words, his study rejects the o�en-men�oned
di�culty learners at the beginning level have when working with authen�c
materials.

On the other hand, some studies have evidenced the usefulness of
authen�c materials in the development of listening skills and vocabulary
learning. Ghaderpanahi (2012), examined the influences of authen�c aural
materials on listening ability of thirty female undergraduate psychology
majors studying English as a foreign language. The �ndings of this study
indicated that listening comprehension in EFL students appeared to have
improved a�er they had experienced authen�c listening materials in class.
In addi�on, Kraiova and Tsybaniuk (2015) analyzed the impact that
authen�c videos have on the development of listening skills in a foreign
language teaching process and on the ways to increase the e�ec�veness of
authen�c video lessons in terms of listening skills development. The
implementa�on of authen�c videos into the process of listening
comprehension development demonstrated posi�ve results in increasing
the mo�va�on of student, involving them in real communica�on process,
demonstra�ng the natural way of speaking, providing authen�c cultural
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informa�on and facilita�ng cultural adapta�on.

In regard to the role of authen�c materials and vocabulary learning,
Ghanbari, Esmaili and Rezam (2015) focused on teaching vocabulary using
authen�c materials and its influence on learners’ vocabulary achievement.
To this end, a popula�on of 80 female Iranian EFL learners aged 17 to 20
were selected. The control group received new vocabulary through their
English textbook in each session and the experimental group received the
same vocabulary through an online newspaper in each session. A�er a
month, post-tests were run among all of the par�cipants in both control
and experimental groups. The analysis of data showed that the vocabulary
knowledge of the par�cipants developed in both groups but the
experimental group signi�cantly outperformed the control group.

Other studies have explored the use of �lms and situa�ons comedies
(Mar�nez-Flor, 2008; Washburn, 2001) as resources to help learners
develop their pragma�c competence, especially in EFL (English as a Foreign
Language) se�ngs where students are less likely to have encounters with
situa�ons that could help them raise awareness of the need for such
competence.

Findings
First, the main RQ on how the use of AV impact students’ linguis�c

competence expressed in vocabulary gains in low-intermediate and
intermediate courses at UNICA yielded the following results: Students’
ar�facts demonstrated consistent high load involvement (form-meaning-
use), which might have led to vocabulary reten�on. Also, students self-
reported that vocabulary learning occurred while working on the authen�c
video ac�vi�es.

Second, regarding students’ percep�on of the use of authen�c materials
in the classroom, RQ a., the �ndings revealed di�erent percep�ons such as:

Di�cul�es with language and dealing with them. It could be determined
that di�cul�es were caused by two related factors: lack of vocabulary
knowledge, and di�cul�es in listening to follow the speaker. For the
former, students said that they struggled to understand some parts of the
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videos because of the new words and expressions used by the speakers.
Another related di�culty was the speed of speech, so learners expressed
recurrently that the speakers in the videos talked very fast and that they
were not able to understand the message completely.

A learning source. Students saw authen�c videos as a rich source of
learning in terms of linguis�c aspects and content. Students’ idea about
learning vocabulary from videos was itera�ve in answers to ques�ons such
as what would you like to learn from this video? What did you like about
this video? and What would you like to tell your teacher about this video?
Students par�cularly highlighted that the videos watched could help them
learn new vocabulary and improve their listening comprehension.

Personal experience connec�on. The answers collected from students
showed their reflec�on on the content presented in the video. Some
common themes that appeared here were how the situa�ons portrayed
led students to make a connec�on with their personal lives. Thus, they
pondered on aspects like knowing themselves, believing in themselves,
raising their awareness towards an issue they did not know or to which
they had not paid a�en�on before, or ge�ng to know about other people
and cultures.

Genera�ng mo�va�on. Students expressed that they enjoyed watching
authen�c videos because they could learn something new other than
English while s�ll learning English; students also highlighted the bene�ts of
learning new vocabulary and being exposed to natural speech where they
could perceive how people speak in a more natural context (even though
the language of an Internet or TV show is scripted, it is not modi�ed for an
ESL audience). They thought that this was a good strategy for them to
learn. Likewise, students expressed their apprecia�on for being showed
these videos. Learners also agreed that the ac�vi�es designed based on
authen�c videos created a more ac�ve class dynamic.

Third, in connec�on to the other kind of e�ects observed in students
when they are exposed to authen�c materials, RQ b., the �ndings
demonstrated an important rela�onship with Global Ci�zenship Skills.
Students in English II evidenced reflec�on on ethical issues such as climate
change, consumerism and sustainable development a�er watching
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di�erent videos. Par�cipants in this group also demonstrated a�tudes that
appreciate and respect di�erences and diversity and showed a�tudes to
care for the environment.

Conclusions
Thus far we have observed that the integra�on of authen�c video clips

when designing lessons is an invaluable mo�va�onal tool that is worth
considering. Not only do video clips provide learners with real-life language
input, but also they make it possible for learners to develop skills like
vocabulary learning and listening comprehension. Likewise, ac�vi�es and
tasks based on authen�c videos require to be sca�olded and adapted to
the learners’ level considering factors like need, search and evalua�on.
Moreover, task design guiding the pre-, while-, and post-stages of video
watching is pivotal to ensure students’ high involvement. Par�cularly, the
post stage provides learners with the opportunity to apply and use the new
language to carry out more complex tasks while promo�ng reflec�on.
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Introduc�on
During the last years, the study of the most appropriate ways to teach

contents in a second language has gained great interest. The educa�onal
contexts where teachers are supposed to teach Math, Science, Social
Studies, and other contents in a second language are becoming the new
normal and these new genera�ons of teachers need to be prepared to
embrace this challenge. This is the reason why more pre-service teaching
programs make great e�orts to train teachers in approaches to teaching
such as CLIL, where pre-service teachers are trained both in language and
pedagogical strategies.

Review of the literature

The focus on form paradigm

The focus on form (Long, 2011) paradigm can be seen as a reac�on
against certain types of immersion and naturalis�c SLA studies that state
that when second language learning is totally communica�ve and
meaning-focused, the level of pro�ciency in some linguis�c features does
not develop to target-like levels. In reality, the research �ndings of these
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approaches have been rather disappoin�ng (Doughty & Williams, 1998).

Long’s (2011) Focus-on forms, on the other hand, according to Long
(1988), refers to the teaching of speci�c grammar topics that are
embedded in a syllabus. According to Ellis (2015), the two are
complementary, not opposi�onal, and might be placed in the same
con�nuum; this author opposes the view that the teacher should not
interfere with students’ communica�ve ac�vi�es to make correc�ons on
their u�erances.

According to Ellis (2016), two major shi�s in Long’s view of focus on form
must be considered. On the one hand, ‘focus on form’ seems not to be an
‘approach’, but a set of procedures; also, given its own nature, ‘focus on
form’ does not have to be implicit, but grammar rules can be brought to
the fore by the teacher when it is necessary for communica�onal
purposes, with the idea of promp�ng form-meaning rela�onships.

Two facts can be clearly observed in Long’s approach. One is his evident
reliance on Schmidt’s no�cing hypothesis. On the other hand, Long’s
insistence on TBLT (Task Based Language Learning) (Long and Crookes,
1992) can be explained by the fact that it provides the communica�ve
context in order to focus learners’ a�en�on on meaning while helping the
learner when a communica�on problem occurs due to learners’ limita�ons
with language items.

Students at academic risk

The subjects of this research study are students that can be considered
as students at academic risk. They present some individual characteris�cs
or characteris�cs related to their environment that increase the probability
of failure at school (Fullana, 1996). Some of the risk factors that are
associated to students at academic risk are low socioeconomic level of the
students, low educa�onal level of their parents, poor intrafamily
environment, lack of parental support, varying levels of cogni�ve
development of the children, and poor prepara�on of the students before
entering basic educa�on. Other factors are associated with internal school
variables such as poor teacher training and low performance. Poverty in
childhood is the most consistent predictor of problems in development and
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in school performance, due to living condi�ons linked to lack of resources;
it is one of the risk factors that most influences the vulnerability of people.
The cumula�ve e�ects of poverty increase the physical and psychosocial
vulnerability of the child who grows up and develops in a deprived
environment (Jadue, Galindo & Navarro, 2005).

Fluency in speaking

According to Simensen (2010), the concept of fluency is frequently used
for the characteriza�on of language pro�ciency especially in the
development of skills in a foreign or second language. Consequently, this
author focuses on two major types of percep�ons. The �rst one is related
to the way people can use a spoken language without any major e�ort with
ease and without many pauses, like a na�ve speaker Crystal (1987). The
second has to do with the use of language in a rapid way at a natural speed
without considering whether the language is correct in terms of grammar
rules (ESL Glossary).

For Cas�blanco (2014), fluency is the ability to communicate by using
language with its meaning rather than its accuracy. For Hedge (1993), non-
fluency in an English language learner can be described as a speech with
frequent pauses, repe��ons, and constant self-correc�ons.

This concept is made more flexible when it comes to the validity of errors
in oral communica�on, as much a�en�on is paid to the improvements in
communica�on that occur in the learning process (Cas�blanco, 2014)

On the other hand, Binder, Haughton & Bateman (2002), de�ne fluency
as the use of language that is quick and without a lot of hesita�on, not just
saying words in a correct way. For these authors, fluency does not focus on
only accuracy; it includes pace or speed of performance.

In addi�on, these authors claim that informal experience and scien��c
research (e.g., Binder, 1996; Wolf, 2001) show that fluency contributes
directly to three types of cri�cal learning outcomes. The �rst one is
reten�on and maintenance, which refers to the ability of performing a skill
or remember knowledge long a�er formal learning programs have ended.
The second one is endurance, which is related to the ability of maintaining
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performance levels and a�en�on to task for extended �me periods
without distrac�ons. The last one is applica�on, which refers to the ability
of combining and applying what has been learned to perform more
complex skills, crea�vely, and in di�erent situa�ons.

Accuracy

Accuracy is a term that is closely related to fluency. For Housen, Kuiken,
& Vedder (2012), accuracy is commonly referred to as the ability to
produce language without mistakes. Essen�ally, accuracy refers to the
extent to which a L2 learner’s performance does not present errors when
compared to a na�ve speaker. Even though the concept of accuracy may
seem simple, a strict interpreta�on of the term and its applica�on to L2
data can be problema�c. An example of this can be the ques�on of criteria
for evalua�ng accuracy and iden�fying errors, whether they should be
tuned to standard prescrip�ve target language norms or, rather, to non-
standard and even non-na�ve usages fully acceptable in some social
contexts or some communi�es (Ellis 2008; Pallotu 2009; Polio 1997). In the
light of these considera�ons, the authors suggest that the term of accuracy
should be interpreted not only as in the narrowest sense of the term but
also as appropriateness and acceptability of the language.

Theore�cal Framework
This study relies on two theore�cal posi�ons. One is cogni�ve, and the

other is sociocultural in nature. Cogni�ve theore�cal frameworks include
the previously men�oned Focus on Form paradigm (Doughty 2001;
Doughty & Williams 1998), and cogni�vely oriented views of interac�on.
Focus on Form is used in this study in promo�ng language development
(Gass & Mackey, 2007). The main axis of the Focus on Form (FonF) is that
drawing the learner’s a�en�on to language as an object is bene�cial for L2
development. An opera�onal de�ni�on of a�en�on in this research is a
unit of analysis called “language related episodes” (LREs), a concept usually
used to refer to situa�ons “in which students talk about language problems
encountered while wri�ng and (a�emp�ng to) solve them” (Swain &
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Lapkin 1995, p. 378).

Regarding socio cultural frameworks, some views have been influen�al
on the e�ect of social interac�ons in the appropria�on of linguis�c
knowledge, which are based on the idea that individual knowledge is
socially co-constructed during collabora�ve problem-solving tasks (cf.
Swain 2000, 2006). The poten�al learning e�ects of such collabora�ons are
thought to be closely linked to “languaging” (Swain 2006), which is de�ned
as “the process of making meaning and shaping knowledge and experience
through language” (Swain 2006: 98). It is further argued that languaging
and the metatalk fostered in collabora�ve wri�ng tasks possess a
reprocessing func�on – because “the knowledge building that learners
have collec�vely accomplished becomes a tool to further individual use of
the second language” (Swain and Lapkin 2002, p. 254); also, languaging
and metatalk trigger a no�cing func�on because metatalk is thought to
o�er more favorable condi�ons for deeper levels of no�cing as it fosters
a�en�onal processes at the level of understanding (Storch 2009).

Objec�ves

Research Objec�ve

To establish the impact of the program on the English level of pre-service
teachers.

To establish the pre-service teachers’ percep�ons on their capacity to
deliver a content class in English.

Research Ques�ons

What is the impact of a pre-service natural science teachers CLIL training
program on the par�cipants’ level of English and their percep�ons about
the possibility of becoming successful CLIL teachers?

Research Design
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This research study is an ongoing mixed and longitudinal exploratory
research study.

Characteris�cs of the program

Par�cipants: 9 pre-service teachers of natural science took part in the
study, which has extended for two semesters and is expected to last
another two.

This implementa�on consists of a hands-on training on subject related-
pedagogical English during two semesters, 12 sessions per semester, and
each session of 4 hours, for a total of 96 hours. Simultaneously, the pre-
service teachers were enrolled in an English as a Foreign Language (EFL)
course of 16 weeks per semester, with two two-hour sessions per week.

The program was released under the CLIL approach, where the
par�cipants had to develop micro-teaching sessions from early in the
process, despite the fact that most learners were at the very beginning
level of English as a foreign language.

Given the fact that one of the objec�ves of the program was to help
students develop a well-polished pronuncia�on, the beginning of most
sessions was devoted to teaching English phone�cs using the Interna�onal
Phone�cs Alphabet (IPA).

A�er the sessions, the pre-service teachers were given teacher and peer
feedback on the language used, following Long’s (1991) focus on form
paradigm, where the students’ mistakes were addressed as they appeared
in their u�erances.

On average, every student gave three micro-teaching sessions on topics
related to their academic program to the other par�cipants.

The instruments used in the study were as they appear in Table 1:

Table 1. Instruments used in the study
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Secondary data was collected from the students’ directorate of the
university, which was originally released in 2013.

Data Analysis
Table 2. Factors of academic risk of students at Universidad de la Sabana. Source: Students

Directorate of the university
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At this point, we have analyzed data from students’ percep�ons and their
EFL class scores. We have found a high level of mo�va�on of the students
with the course along with the fact that all the students passed their EFL
course, even though all the par�cipants fell into the category of “Students
at risk” (Fullana, 1996). (See table 2). Comparing students’ percep�ons
about the course in two ques�onnaires, one at the beginning of the study
and the other at the end of the �rst semester, an improvement in students’
percep�on was evidenced. A�er having the experience during one
semester, students feel more con�dent and mo�vated to become CLIL
teachers. Comparing measures of fluency (number of words every 20
seconds) and accuracy (grammar), all students showed improvement.

Discussion
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The data shows how students that are placed in level 1 of English upon
entrance at the university are the likeliest to dropout, especially when this
factor is combined with low academic level of the parents and low scores
in the SABER 11 test, which is the na�onal test taken by school students
just before gradua�on. In the case of our nine pre-service teachers, nine of
them were placed in level 1 (very beginning). Also, the educa�onal level of
the parents was low, with the parents of 3 students having �nished
elementary studies; 1 �nished secondary studies; 3 �nished technical
studies, and 1 �nished university studies. The informa�on about the
parents of two of the students remains unknown to the present because
the students have not lived with them. Other risk factors that were present
in the group of students was low socio-economic status, with most
students belonging to the two lowest socio-economic strata, and one
belonging to stratum 3.

Despite all these risk factors, all the par�cipants in the program passed
their EFL course, except for one who failed all the subjects of the academic
program and eventually dropped out of the university. It is signi�cant to
say that all the students acknowledged the implementa�on as an
important factor that helped them pass their English course. Some of them
said that their English teachers had congratulated them for their progress
in their level of English language. These results are in line with the fluency
and accuracy measurement, where it was con�rmed students’ progress in
both factors, a �nding that was in line with the students’ percep�ons.

Conclusions
The par�al results of this ongoing exploratory study lead us to be

op�mis�c about the possibility of training full-blown CLIL pre-service
teachers in the Colombian context at the ter�ary level. The possibility of
ini�a�ng this program with �rst-semester pre-service CLIL teachers has
provided us with the opportunity of ini�a�ng the process with students at
the lowest level of English. Somehow, this study challenges the commonly
held idea that to be a successful CLIL teacher you must have at least a level
of English of B2 (CEFR), a belief that in some places has turned into a legal
regula�on (García, 2017). This fact is meaningful in a context like Colombia,
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where teachers who are strong both in content and in the target language
are hard to �nd. The results of the study thus far are encouraging for us as
researchers and for the academic community we belong to. We consider
that the main contribu�on of this study is to encourage other researchers
from other academic communi�es to join these types of e�orts that can
contribute to improve the quality of bilingual educa�on in monolingual
contexts as that of Colombia.
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Introduc�on
Leadership is a widely used concept in the professional world. Everybody

is expected to show leadership competence in their professional ac�vity
and even in their personal life. The important ques�on is which leadership
concepts bene�t educa�on and speci�cally teacher training. There are so
many de�ni�ons of leadership that now-a-days, it is being used for ‘any
purpose’. This gives a certain kind of freedom to analyze the influence of
leadership on teacher training taking into account the fact that leadership
is associated to personal traits, to the influence of one over others, to the
accomplishment of goals and to power structures among others.

The Project Leadership Ma�ers is an editorial working paper based on
the results of a previous research Project that consisted in iden�fying
leadership pro�le that UNICA University (Ins�tución Universitaria Colombo
Americana) promotes as one of its founda�onal objec�ves: “Train students
to be leaders that can teach, guide and inspire”. The ini�al idea was to
iden�fy how the University walks the talk and now it is to share the
conclusions reached, clarifying that the scope of the project has been
exclusively the University.

Relevance
The aim of this Project is to highlight the e�ects on the ‘Being’ of

teachers that can be strengthened by making use of concepts associated to
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leadership. Leadership work aims at having a major impact on society as it
refers to the quality of behavior of individuals that guide people or their
ac�vi�es in an organized e�ort that depends on three things: the
individual, the followers and the condi�ons.

For the ‘being’ of the teachers, I have coined the term F.A.C.K.T that
implies that what we ‘are’ is how we feel, how we act, what we
communicate, what we know and how we think not excluding the many
other sides that human beings comprise. When considering the being of
the individual, I emphasize the importance of the person as a whole and
how all these aspects are intertwined to give the view that human beings
are complex beings, and that all the aspects a�ect each other.

I introduce in the paper that the idea of the University is to develop
teachers and not leaders but that leadership concepts can be used as a
tool, and not as a goal, in order to strengthen the importance of teachers.
By looking at leadership from this perspec�ve, we can say that teachers
will be prepared to assume leadership in the roles they will perform as
professionals.

Research Ques�ons
Based on the concept of F.A.C.K.T (Feelings, Ac�ons, Communica�on,

Knowledge, Thinking) as aspects of our ‘Being’ as teachers, the ques�on is:

What aspects of leadership are important for teachers in the classroom?

And the sub-ques�ons:

What is leadership in the classroom?

Why does leadership ma�er in a leader-teacher training program?

How can leadership be cul�vated in the classroom?

How are role and discipline integrated in teaching and leading
func�ons?

Hypothesis
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Based on the ini�al review of the ins�tu�onal documents I could de�ne
my hypothesis as: Training in Leadership is done indirectly rather than
directly through processes of encultura�on.

Encultura�on, here, is understood as:

Encultura�on depends on immersion into a way of doing things over an
extended period (…) Although some direct instruc�on may occur as one
learns to operate in a new culture, it is only through ongoing par�cipa�on
in and prac�ce of the cultures rou�nes that one comes to feel a part of
that new culture (Richhart, 2002, p. 27).

Theore�cal Framework
The theore�cal framework I worked with is based mostly on ideas of

leadership coming from Peter Northouse’ Leadership, Theory and Prac�ce
which basically uncovers the main concepts associated to the topic from an
academic perspec�ve. He considers two forms of leadership: assigned and
emergent, that means leading from posi�on or from assigna�on or as
being constructed through the behavior of the leader. And secondly on
Howard Gardner’s Leading Minds who analyzes leaders

as persons who by word and/or personal example, markedly influenced the behavior, thoughts,

and/or feelings of a signi�cant number of their fellow human beings (…) The leaders’ voices

a�ected their worlds, and ul�mately, our world (Gardner, 1995, pp. 8-9).

Both have a role for teachers and as a process both apply to individuals.

The work is based on 11 of the most common styles or types of
leadership referred to in most scholar work:

Table 1. The most common styles or types of leadership referred to in most scholar work
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For the perspec�ves of teachers, I have focused on those ideas worked
by Project Zero, Harvard University that focus on three major principles:
intelligence, understanding, and self-awareness. Major authors have been
Perkins. D., Whiske Stone, M, Tishman, et al, Richhart, R, Selman, R, and
Kegan, R. and for the overview of the general perspec�ve of teacher
training, I worked with the book Understanding the Landscape of Teaching
by Naested, I. Potvin, B. and Waldron, P.

Inquiry Process
The project has been the development of a qualita�ve research that

began with a discourse analysis of the formal ins�tu�onal documents,
including Statutes, Mission, Vision statements, rules, regula�ons and
academic programs and curricula that resulted in a characteriza�on of a
leadership pro�le that the University promotes. A further development of
the project was a stage of interviews, ques�onnaires and class
observa�ons that led to wri�ng a case study illustra�ve of how the
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University walks the talk. The �nal part is what I have been concentrated
on and it is an editorial working paper that hopes to bring into discussion
the importance of leadership ideas as a tool to strengthen the role of
teachers.

Findings
The major �ndings have been associated to four major aspects:

F.A.C.K.T as guideline parameters combined to construct the
‘Being’ of teachers as individuals.

The no�on of culture makers emerging from the iden��ca�on of
six categories which serve to connect teaching and leadership.

Personal A�ributes

Communica�on

Influence

Academic/Cogni�ve Skills

Genera�vity

Using Informa�on

The concept of leader-teachers as opposed to teacher leaders

The need to meet the challenges that incorpora�ng the ideas of
leadership into the development of leader-teachers brings.

Explaining the Findings

The Person: Considering the concept of F.A.C.K.T as aspects of our ‘Being’
as teachers and as leaders she must be perceived from two perspec�ves:
those aspects that pertain to the inner world of the person and those that
make that inner world visible.
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The combina�on of all these aspects is part of what gives iden�ty to both
leaders and teachers. For this project it is worth looking for example at
how teachers di�er from leaders on how they feel about themselves and
about their followers. Teachers usually have to think in terms of theories
and rigor in the applica�on of the discipline while leaders have more
freedom to integrate di�erent disciplines according to their needs for
accomplishing their goals.

Culture Makers: Based on the idea expressed by the Visible Thinking
Project of Project Zero that says, “We watch, we listen, we imitate, we
adapt what we �nd to our own styles and interests, we build from there.”
And the concept previously de�ned as encultura�on each of the following
categories have become in this project what I call culture makers. They are
aspect associated to leadership that can focus the areas of behaviors which
the University can concentrate on.

Personal A�ributes Northouse

Northouse shows that leadership can be a ma�er of traits, this means
that it is in the nature of the person, or a ma�er to be developed as a
process. It can be one or the other, but the kind of aspects that the
University promotes in the students refer to strong beliefs, principles,
values that guide their ac�ons, their autonomy, self-determina�on, the
knowledge of themselves (intrapersonal and emo�onal intelligence),
charisma and intellectual character (disposi�ons). The editorial project
includes an analysis of how the leader teacher can work integra�ng those
aspects of leadership that can help him/her be a be�er person and it has
self-reflec�on ac�vi�es with respect to these a�ributes. This can help
teachers recognize their strengths and weaknesses as a whole person and
leadership ideas help in being more open-minded.
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Communica�on

Both teachers and leaders depend highly on their communica�ve skills.
The interac�ons between leaders and followers and of teachers and
students are a�ected by the way they communicate verbally and non-
verbally. Teachers must be highly aware of their words, discourse
structures, vocabulary and so on orally and in wri�ng. Leaders need more
oral expressive skills.

In�uence

The classroom is a context in which social interac�on occurs within an
assigned power status by the teachers over their students who, in reality,
are hierarchically dependent on them mostly because of the degree of
knowledge of one over the other. Students are placed by imposed
designa�on except in those organiza�ons where students have freedom to
choose their teachers. This rela�onship is, therefore a�ected by the type of
classroom management exercised by teachers. Are they facilitators or are
they inhibitors? Are they collaborators or are they imposers? Do they work
as team members or as self-centered individuals? All these forms are ways
to influence students.

As team members, the social interac�ons between leaders and followers
who might be assigned or unbounded are freer; however, followers mostly
need to be cap�vated in order to reach their goals. Leaders will probably
move more openly, and as leaders of a group, they are sociable, empathic,
cordial and manage construc�ve rela�onships, though with clear, strict and
demanding performance on which they build trust. Aren’t these the same
as what teachers do?

What then could leadership o�er to teachers with respect to the concept
of influence? The basic answer could be �rst in terms of team work,
developing and communica�ng trust. Leaders know how to work with the
perspec�ves of followers and then turn them in their favor. They have a
long-term vision but with short �me produc�vity in mind and with a clear
dominion of the context in which they move.
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Academic/Cogni�ve Skills

Thinking skills are probably one of the most valuable skills in today’s
world. Teachers not only should develop their own abili�es but help
students develop theirs. This is not unusual. It is their duty. But what about
leaders? How do they think? One of the possible concepts that is worth
looking at is looking at the big picture. Leaders have a vision of where they
want to go and what they want to achieve. They are flexible according to
their purposes, strategic in their plans and they are very good at �nding
solu�ons to problems. It is common for them to be looking at causes and
consequences before reaching conclusions.

Genera�vity

Martha Stone Whiske (1998) in What is Teaching for Understanding
explains when a topic is genera�ve:

the topic is likely to be genera�ve when it is central to the domain or
discipline, is accessible and interes�ng to students, excites the teacher’s
intellectual passions, and is easily connected to other topics both within
and outside the par�cular domain (p. 64).

This concept can be applicable to the ac�ons of teachers or leaders. It
means being passionate about the discipline is such a way that it makes
them ac�ve in applying their discipline with ini�a�ve and �nding
connec�ons between what they do and with other disciplines. What is
then the di�erence between leaders and teachers? Though teachers are
probably the most genera�ve professionals, for they have to be genera�ng
ideas and ac�ons day-in and day-out, they can learn from leaders to be
flexible and integrate context in such a way that �ts their purpose.

Using Informa�on

Informa�on is the building block of knowledge. It has to be accessed,
categorized and processed. I use the term informa�on as all the data
coming from books, teachers, videos, and research, that students have to
process that come from the di�erent disciplines. The term knowledge is
used as the product or by-product of understanding flexibly when data is
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processed for di�erent purposes, and as the ability to make mul�ple logical
connec�ons. Leaders have the ability to use, transfer informa�on, make
decision founded on data purposefully leaving aside what is not essen�al
and focusing on what is necessary for a speci�c objec�ve while teachers
focus the informa�on more in what concerns the purpose of the task
based on academic rigor. This concerns looking at the big picture -leaders-
while teachers focus on the speci�c teaching point and on being rigorous.

Leader-Teachers

What is the role of a leader? What is the role of a teacher? What is the
role of a leader-teacher? The chapter that deals with this topic is basically
centered on the many things they both share. While teachers’ role is to
help students give the best of themselves, leaders’ role is mostly to achieve
goals and objec�ves. The �rst deals with the whole person, and the second
focuses on the accomplishments, two concepts that can go hand in hand.

The purpose of this sec�on is to integrate the two concepts by focusing
on the term F.A.C.K.T. as a tool to �nd an iden�ty of teachers and leaders
but reflec�ng about what makes them di�erent and hopefully outlining
ideas for how teachers can make use of leadership without losing their
uniqueness, for example, how leaders and teachers feel hoping that the
reader engages in reflec�ng about how the concepts enrich the role of
teachers.

The sec�on also emphasizes the di�erent types of rela�onships teachers
have with themselves and with others, be it self-centered, outward and/or
reciprocally centered rela�onships.

Mee�ng the Challenges

Two concepts mark this sec�on of the work: the concept of Work as
Inquiry and the Idea-Ac�on Gap. Considering that in this project one needs
to integrate the role of teachers and that of leaders, the challenge is for
teachers to not only apply the ideas but also to develop research of their
own work so as to narrow down the Idea-Ac�on Gap.
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Conclusions
My dream is to imagine teachers in the University making use of this

working paper and to inspire them to develop innova�ve ideas in their
�elds of interest. I am sure this paper reflects the objec�ve of the
University which is to “train students to be leaders that can teach, to guide
and inspire”. I might not be training students directly but I hope they teach
something to my colleagues and inspire them to expand their interests.

I feel the concept of leader-teachers is powerful and can encourage
teachers to think out of the box in such a way that they will consider the
importance of speaking up to society with more strength and arguments.

In very broad terms the Being of Leader-Teachers can be outlined is
something similar to the following:

FEELINGS – Self-esteem, worldviews, ful�llment empathy

ACTIONS: Protagonist, Agency, change, goals, nego�a�on

COMMUNICATION: Listening, and speaking skills, coherence, cohesion,
body language

KNOWLEDGE: informed disciplinary knowledge, research, experience

THINKING: broad-minded, adventurous, flexible but rigorous

Table 2. Rela�onship between culture makers and the ‘being’ of leader-teachers
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Ac�on Plan
The Next Steps are having the script ready for publica�on and

expecta�ons of developing workshops around the ideas of the book.
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Introduc�on
Throughout history, humans with special condi�ons have made

important contribu�ons to a great variety of �elds of knowledge. One of
these remarkable contributors was with no doubt the genius Ludwig van
Beethoven, whose outstanding works in music displayed a high level of
complexity and geniality. Despite his hearing di�cul�es, Beethoven
succeeded in labor considered non-suitable for a person with a hearing
loss and le� an indelible trace. Similarly, the learning of foreign languages
is s�ll perceived as an impossibility for Deaf or hard of hearing individuals.
However, many of them are bilinguals and mul�lingual.

This study came up from a social problem that seems unno�ced; the lack
of understanding of the Hard of the hearing condi�on in regular English
classrooms. Hearing loss is an invisible condi�on that is not easy to
perceive because it is sensorial. Many HH individuals face alone the
implica�ons with a high level of di�culty and without the support or
awareness of the communi�es.

Real inclusive dynamics involve recognizing this condi�on not only from a
medical perspec�ve but also from a cultural one, informed from the hard
of hearings (Herea�er HHs) voices through their experiences and
perspec�ves. Their narra�ves are layers of comprehension that may
contribute to improving the accessibility of the HHs that o�en cope with
the repercussions of the li�le knowledge that others have about. Although
there is a good body of literature on pedagogy on teaching strategies, few
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works gather the student’s viewpoint in the na�onal context. As a hard-of-
hearing person, researcher and English teacher, I consider it is fundamental
to raise the voice to make visible this community pu�ng forth the thesis
that the disability is not in the individual but a society incapable of
adjus�ng to di�erences.

Presenta�on
Educa�on policy in Colombia state that English is “essen�al” for any

society interested in being part of global academic, cultural and economic
dynamics (MEN, 2006). However, priority should be given to mi�gate the
segrega�on of minori�es. MEN (2004) regulates the second language
requirement for students with hearing loss men�oning that

If possible, they should master spoken and wri�en English or be
exempted from this requirement (…). However, if a reference to documents
in another language is necessary for the development of a subject, the
deaf student, like any other, should look for strategies to access
informa�on (MEN, 2004, p.12)

Unveiling HH student’s perspec�ves toward English language learning is
necessary due to the need of providing the same opportuni�es to students
that are misplaced and segregated of language classrooms because of the
mispercep�on of hearing loss. Listen to the voices of students facing this
condi�on is mandatory because nobody but them can narrate their
experiences, perspec�ves, di�cul�es, mo�va�ons toward English language
learning. Hearing loss needs to be de�ned and informed by Deaf and HH
individuals instead of hearing people.

This work expected to answer this research ques�on: How do three hard-
of-hearing students make sense of English language learning? through
examining a group of HH student’s perspec�ves and retrospec�ves from
the hypothesis of that understanding hearing loss in this speci�c context
may contribute to reducing the segrega�on and the gap between regular
and HHs students. Listening to them may increase the reflec�on on their
rights and in resis�ng the prejudices.
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Descrip�on of the context
The study took place at a private medical center specialized in hearing

solu�ons at Bogota city. The sample of the popula�on corresponds to a
group of three hard of hearing par�cipants with profound hearing loss
whose ages are about 18 to 25 years old at; one par�cipant is a hearing aid
user, and the others have a cochlear implant. They learned English in
integrated schools and regular ins�tu�ons.

Methodology

Data collec�on instruments

The �rst step to developing authen�c inclusive dynamics is through the
recogni�on of the implica�ons that go beyond the medical perspec�ve but
involves social, a�ec�ve, communica�ve, cultural issues informed from the
voices of individuals facing it through experiences and perspec�ves that
they have. In this sense, the narra�ves cons�tute a signi�cant resource for
this mean. Guerrero (2011) states that “narra�ve is a system of
understanding that we use to construct and express meaning in our daily
lives” (p.89). The construc�on of meaning with the narra�ves allows
recognizing reality through the informed experiences of the subjects.
Regarding the educa�onal contexts, the author also states that “the study
of students’ narra�ve may open new paths for be�er understanding how
the context created by ins�tu�onal discourses shape the kinds of
interac�ons that occur in the school” (p.98).

From this concep�on, narra�ves cons�tute an accurate technique to
explore the meaning that the individuals give to their experiences learning
an L2. Considering this, the data collec�on with narra�ves, the instruments
were Interviews and Autobiographical wri�ngs to be consistent with the
research purpose, compiling experiences that were socially situated
knowledge construc�ons that involved meanings and values (Polkinghorne,
1995).

Table 1. Instruments
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Research design and method
This inves�ga�on is based on the subjec�vity of the individuals implying

an explora�on of their views from the personal dimension of experience
and meaning construc�on. It is consistent with the qualita�ve paradigm
taking into account that Rebojli (2013) explains that “qualita�ve research is
characterized by an interpreta�ve paradigm which emphasizes subjec�ve
experiences and the meanings they have for an individual” (p.30). Similarly,
Rebojli (2013) also states that

a case study is a comprehensive descrip�on of an individual case and its
analysis; the characteriza�on of the case and the events, as well as a
descrip�on of the discovery process of these features that is the process of
research itself (p.31).

In this sense, this inves�ga�on cons�tutes a narra�ve case study because
of the a�empt to explore the perspec�ves and retrospec�ves of the
par�cipants on L2 learning events. Addi�onally this research approach is
exploratory considering that this problem has not been studied deeply, and
there are no studies in the Colombian context related to this issue.

Theore�cal framework

De�ning hearing loss: Medical and socio-cultural perspec�ve of Hearing
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loss

Within the hearing loss spectrum, there are di�erent types of condi�ons
such as deafness described as a “hearing impairment so severe (greater
than 90 decibels) that the student is unable to process linguis�c
informa�on through the ear, with or without ampli�ca�on, which may
adversely a�ect their academic performance” (MEN, nd, p.6) and, hard of
hearing condi�on as “Impairment in the hearing, which may adversely
a�ect the student’s educa�onal performance, but which is not included
under the de�ni�on of deafness” (MEN, Nd, p.6). These de�ni�ons imply
that the main di�erence between these two concepts is a ma�er of
decibels. For instance, the de�ni�ons of MEN are based on the medical
perspec�ve of hearing loss in which the condi�on is seen as an illness.

On the contrary, the sociocultural perspec�ve of deafness is based on the
idea that the deaf popula�on is a linguis�c minority. In this sense Jambor &
Ellio� (2005) claim that:

Those deaf people who iden�fy with the Deaf community, being deaf is
not seen as a de�ciency; rather, it is a part of their total iden�ty. For those
who adhere to a medical/pathological view and do not recognize the
cultural or linguis�c aspects of their deafness, being deaf is a disability and
disorder (p.67)

In the case of HH individuals, they are in the middle of two worlds, they
do not have enough hearing loss to be deaf or enough hearing capacity to
be “hearing”. It implies that the HH popula�on experience more di�cul�es
to locate in society and understand the iden�ty. Despite the belief of that
profound deafness may a�ect in a greater extend the life of the individuals
in comparison with those with residual hearing, Jambor & Ellio�( 2005)
claim that:

Those with a profound hearing loss are o�en forced to come to guest on
terms with their deafness and to arrange their lives according to this
condi�on. On the other hand, those with some residual hearing are o�en
caught in the middle since they may do not de�ne themselves as deaf, yet
they cannot fully func�on as hearing in a world that relies on hearing and
speech. This may lead to frustra�ng experiences and a diminished self-
regard (p.66-67)
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In this sense, the HH popula�on �nds more challenging the integra�on in
a community that understands them. Their a�empt to �t the hearing world
brings frustra�on when they cannot fully communicate or receive support
for improving comprehension. Contrarily, the Deaf community �nds shelter
in their Deaf culture as ‘‘This community is partly a response to the
frustra�ng everyday experiences of deaf people in a predominantly hearing
society” (Jambor & Ellio�, 2005)

These deaf individuals are likely to accept their deafness as a condi�on
that they have to live with. They o�en seek out the company of similar
others and learn the di�erent strategies that can help them live a full life
regardless of their deafness. On the other hand, those who have lesser
hearing loss o�en try to conceal their deafness. They have some residual
hearing that enables them to hear some of the sounds and voices around
them. Nevertheless, their hearing loss is o�en severe enough to hinder
them from smoothly conduc�ng a conversa�on in spoken English where
hearing and speaking are the required communica�on channels. (p.66)

Unfortunately, most de�ni�ons and concep�ons come from external
“audist” resources that do not reflect the feeling of iden�ty of the
popula�on that faces the condi�on. De�ni�ons should no longer turn
around the percep�on of the “hearings” but on the people that live and
experience this reality.

Review of Literature

Local Contribu�ons

Colombian polices state that English is ‘‘essen�al” for any society
interested in being part of global academic, cultural and economic
dynamics (MEN, 2006). However, the priori�es should be oriented to
eliminate the segrega�on of minori�es before promo�ng a language
status. L2 learning represents one of the most complex contexts for HHs
due to the great e�ort to access the informa�on and knowledge while
dealing with the lack of support and misinforma�on. Regarding the L2,
MEN & INSOR (2004) explain that:
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The foreign language requirement depends on the condi�ons of the
students, if possible, that they master the language at the oral and/or
wri�en level or that must be exempted from this requirement. This
depends largely on the agreements established between the student and
the educa�onal ins�tu�on. However, if the reference of documents in a
foreign language is necessary for the development of a subject, the deaf
student, like any other student, should look for strategies to access
informa�on (p.12).

Ramirez, Tapasco & Zuluaga (2009) manifest the increase in the
enrolment of deaf students in higher educa�on, including scenarios in
which the FL is a requirement. Similarly, Cardona & Pereira (2011) express
that as part of the Na�onal Bilingual Program, all the professionals need to
achieve the minimum pro�ciency level of B2 in English, according to the
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, including the
D/HH popula�on.

However, the ICFES (2017) express that “persons who, due to a proven
diagnosis, present limita�ons that make it di�cult for them to learn foreign
languages will be excluded from presen�ng the English module. This
includes, but is not limited to, persons with any condi�on of cogni�ve,
auditory or visual impairment, regardless of whether or not they require
interpreter” (ICFES 2017, Ar�cle 10). In this sense, the exemp�on from
English requirement in some scenarios demonstrates a low expecta�on
from the ins�tu�ons toward the capabili�es of the popula�on in special
condi�on, and the obstacles they face for becoming professional. In this
aspect the a�tude plays an important role in inclusion and the proper
a�tude is reflected in high expecta�ons and support.

About this, Diaz & Cubillos (2014) iden��ed four main discourses toward
teaching English to students with hearing impairment. Discourses of
approba�on, uncertainty, skep�cism, and construc�ve cri�cism were
gathered. Nevertheless, the study concluded that the main ques�on
regarding teaching English to a group of Colombian deaf students is:
‘di�culty or possibility?’ The power of a�tude for assuming this challenge.
Perceiving English teaching to the special popula�on is central to develop
real inclusive dynamics.
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Regarding inclusive educa�on, Ochoa, Angulo & Aparicio (2017) analyzed
the current policies on the DHH popula�on and concluded the need for an
inclusive educa�onal model that responds to labor needs and the growth
of their par�cipa�on in the society.

Issues on teaching an L2 to HH students

Szymanski, Lutz, Shahan, & Gala (2013) summarize the perspec�ves of
educators, parents, and professionals about experiences with children who
communicate through sign or speaking. They report a lack of
understanding or ignorance about DHH people being this lack of
knowledge about the main obstacle in teaching that derives in low
expecta�ons, inadequate understanding of educators perceiving hearing
loss as an excuse.

Similarly, Domagala (2013) presents the experiences of teachers
dedicated to teaching EFL to D/HH in Europe encompassing the knowledge
exchange of educators from di�erent contexts and countries. From this
interchange emerged that despite problems derived from lip-reading
di�cul�es D/HHs showed the capacity to produce texts in a di�erent level
of complexity. About the teacher´s role, the authors claim that being an
English teacher or pedagogue for the Deaf is not enough. Also knowledge
of the speci�city of the psychological and social func�oning of D/HH is
necessary.

In other work, Domagala (2016) collects strategies that can be
implemented when teaching to D/HHs highligh�ng that “When teachers or
researchers of D and H/H learners come together, one of the issues o�en
discussed involves their feelings of isola�on and the need to come
together more frequently to share ideas and experiences” (p.1). Indeed,
the feeling of isola�on not only comes from the special needs that D/HH
people have but their background, history, and educa�on in terms of
special linguis�c, cultural and social issues.

These aspects are fundamental for iden�fying the di�erence between
D/HH on account of hearing loss types are variable and H/H perspec�ves
go beyond the decibels, being the iden�ty an unavoidable aspect. This
inquiry contributed to the enrichment of the strategies that can be
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implemented in classrooms with the D and H/H popula�on and exposing
the influence of a�ec�ve and social-cultural aspects.

The author also explains that the use of hearing aids and the cochlear
implant has limita�ons; one of these is the sound ampli�ca�on. Domagala
et al (2016) explain that “Since the microphones in hearing aids and
cochlear implants pick up and amplify all sounds and not just the speaker’s
voice, day to day management of the listening environment is of primary
importance”. (p.183). This limita�on in the technology of hearing aids
represents an obstacle for u�erances recep�on as the noise of the
environment makes it di�cult the comprehension.

Guiberson (2014) compared D/HH bilingual skills with monolingual D/HH
children, describing the L2 level achieved and the parent’s ra�ng of
children L2 progress. The author concluded that “D/HH children can
acquire an L2 and that is not at the expense of the child’s L1 development.
L1 was stronger in the bilingual children than the monolingual children
who par�cipated in this study”. (p.91). This study reported through the
comparison between students with hearing loss that bilinguals HHs had a
higher level in their L1 than the monolinguals. In the results obtained it is
stated that exis�ng prejudices that discourage families to educate their
children as bilinguals. The inquiry exposes insights into bilingual educa�on
concerning L1 skills. Contempla�ng this, bilingual educa�on in D and HH
persons may improve the in the mother tongue.

Kemmery (2014) presents an inquiry that consisted of a gap in research
about HH´s percep�on of iden�ty, and how both caregivers and parents
perceive the iden�ty regarding their hearing status. Regarding this, the
author explains that “(…) the students’ percep�ons of iden�ty, �ndings
indicate that the iden�ty the par�cipants selected at the �me of the
present study may di�er from the iden�ty they would choose at another
point in �me due to iden�ty not being sta�c and constantly evolving”
(p.175). Furthermore, the researcher presents the di�erences in terms of
the iden�ty of hearing loss but also the meaning of these iden��es, its
congruent characteris�cs concluding that the de�ni�on depends on the
individual and must be respected.

Another crucial aspect of this inves�ga�on is that the par�cipant’s
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educa�on took place in regular classrooms, English is their mother tongue,
and only one of them knows to sign. In the �ndings it is expressed that “(…)
the individuals de�ned the hearing iden�ty type as the strived for or
sought-a�er iden�ty type”. (Kemmery, 2015, p.183)). This inves�ga�on is
crucial for the understanding of HH iden��es, this aspect is complex as
they do not �t the deaf or hearing world but, in the middle, so then, the
concept of iden�ty is constantly evolving and depends on a great extent on
how the individuals see themselves.

Muñoz (2015) men�ons the integra�on obstacles of people with hearing
loss in the educa�ve system. This demand for integra�on has increased the
advancement in research based on inclusion. This study was based on the
descrip�on of the English teaching of D/HHs in regular ins�tu�ons. The
author began from the hypothesis that D/HH learners are capable to
achieve a proper level of English competence in regular educa�on.

The author claims that ‘‘this hypothesis becomes stronger when
analyzing learners in English produc�ons. The teacher involvement, the
strategies and concep�ons of English teaching, the support, can make the
di�erence in the op�miza�on of student’s performance in wri�ng’’
(Muñoz, 2015, p. 20) As a result, the author demonstrates that both deaf
and HH people in regular schools are capable of achieving a high level of
performance in wri�ng depending on student’s strategies and teacher
roles. This study is signi�cant and contributes to the recogni�on of HH skills
and poten�al in regular classrooms and highlights the signi�cance of
teacher role for success.

Discussion
In the literature reviewed it was possible to explore the percep�on of

teachers (Dogmala, 2013; Dogmala et al, 2016; Szymanski, C. et al, 2013;
Diaz & Cubillos, 2014), and the percep�ons of parents (Guiberson, 2014;
Szymanski, C. et al, 2013) about hard of hearing people percep�on of
iden�ty (Kemery, 2015). However, there is a gap in studies that present the
perspec�ves and voices of hard of hearing students about English language
learning.
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In this sense, it is important to develop studies focused on HH student’s
percep�ons, feelings, concerns, beliefs, to explore how they conceive
English language learning in an a�empt for understanding the condi�on in
the context of English regular classrooms. Through the review of the
literature and the educa�onal policies related to including HH individuals in
English classrooms, it is clear that the misconcep�ons toward hearing loss
have a great impact on the non-proper design of policies and in the
mispercep�on of HHs capabili�es. The belief that inclusive prac�ces rely on
exemp�ng is an underes�ma�on of the HH’s abili�es.

To understand student needs it is necessary to gain knowledge about
their individuali�es and styles. A�ending to their concerns is crucial for
facilita�ng the English acquisi�on; inclusion involves interest, high
expecta�on, support, and respect of their iden�ty. Finally, I make a call to
the ins�tu�ons, policymakers, teachers and all the society to recognize that
the exemp�on is exclusion. The processes and policies must no longer turn
around this. Listening goes beyond perceiving sounds but it is a real
disposi�on to a�end what others say, if we see it in this way, we can accept
that all of us need to listen more.
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Introduc�on
Recent interest in Eastern philosophies around the world has brought to

the table the validity of di�erent views about human feelings, emo�ons
and consciousness and the way humans relate to one another and the
world. The main concern in Eastern philosophies is human su�ering and
frustra�on and how they can be changed through the prac�ce of ancient
techniques (Engler, 1996). Contempla�ve prac�ces are precisely the core of
Eastern ancient techniques and help individuals to transform their mental
and physical states. In countries such as China, India or Thailand,
contempla�ve prac�ces are a common part of people’s daily life. In
Western countries they are being adopted and used in some contexts.

Educa�on is one of the contexts in which there has been an evident
e�ort to include contempla�on prac�ces as part of educa�on programs,
extra-curricular classes and even curriculums. Some research, mainly in the
United States and Spain, has shown that the incorpora�on of medita�on
and mindfulness prac�ces in everyday life has a great impact on students’
control of stress and concentra�on (Mar�nez, 2014). Addi�onally,
mindfulness prac�ces help people to enhance self-regula�on and peaceful
conflict resolu�on (Johannes, 2012). Therefore, these prac�ces deserve to
be researched in depth since they have demonstrated they could be
e�ec�ve tools that contribute to students’ control of emo�ons and also
their academic performance. This research aims at iden�fying the impact
mindfulness might have in the expression of aggressive behaviors in
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children from a Colombian kindergarten.

Diagnos�c
In Colombia, The Colombian Family Welfare Ins�tute (Known in Spanish

as ICBF) created in 1987 manages public kindergartens. It is the primary
ins�tu�on in charge of childhood care. Its programs provide protec�on and
guidance to children. The biggest program in the ICBF ins�tute is the
Community Homes (In Spanish, Hogares Comunitarios de Bienestar, HCB).
These places are kindergartens that serve children between 18 months and
5 years old. Women called Community Mothers have the kindergartens in
their houses and serve 13 to 15 children. Semillas de Luz Founda�on is a
group home (a group home is the associa�on of 5 community homes) that
makes part of ICBF.

Every day they assist 70 children between 18 months and 6 years old. In
Semillas de Luz, just like in other kindergartens, behavioral problems are
present regularly. Teachers have iden��ed that aggression is the most
common problem. In an interview to one of the teachers, she stated that
“every year the number of children who present aggressive behaviors
increases. In each course there are 3 to 4 kids that are extremely
aggressive” Teachers assert that children from di�erent ages exhibit this
behavior as a reac�on to their classmates’s a�acking them most of the
�me. In the logbook is recorded how children usually a�ack their peers
because they want a toy or as a retalia�on to an a�ack. Addi�onally, when
children were asked about their reac�on when another kid takes their toys,
they said their solu�on was to hit the kid who took the toy. One of the
children said, “I hit my partner in the head” another said “I pinch my
partner’s arm”. In general children are used to solving their problems by
a�acking their peers.

Community Mothers work every day in ac�vi�es to support peaceful
conflict resolu�on. There is a par�cular anecdote told by the teacher in the
interview in which she explained how a�er one kid bite another she asked
the aggressor to apologize but the kid refused. What the teacher did next
was to have the children hear his partner heart beats to make the
aggressor no�ce that the beats were faster than usual. Then the teacher
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told the kid: “you see, your partner is hurt, I want you to apologize and
give you partner a sincere hug” The teacher expected children to recognize
that aggression is not appropriate; however, aggressive behaviors did not
disappear. If teachers do not take immediate ac�on, aggressive conducts
will be adopted by the children as normal behaviors in their lives, which
consequently could a�ect children’s way of ge�ng involved in society.
Torres (2009) argues that “aggressive behaviors in children are perceived as
a risk factor that needs to be tackled in order to prevent aggressive and
violent manifesta�ons in the future” (p.39).

As children spend 8 hours a day in the kindergarten and community
mothers have great influence on their educa�onal process, it is important
to priori�ze the �me devoted to handle aggressive situa�ons when they
happen. According to Robert and Peck (2009) contempla�ve educa�on is a
combina�on of pedagogical prac�ces that aim to the personal growth and
social transforma�on through the fostering of human consciousness in an
ethical context (as cited in Mar�nez, 2014, p. 12). Aiming at helping
children, this research will explore how the use of mindfulness prac�ces
influences children’s recogni�on and modi�ca�on of aggressive behaviors
in the kindergarten Semillas de Luz.

Theore�cal Framework

Mindfulness

The word mindfulness is derived from Pali; an Indian language mostly
used in the earliest Buddhist literature. It comes from the word sa� that
means awareness, a�en�on and remembering (Siegel, Germer y Olendzki,
2009). Mindfulness is related to the understanding of the mind, our
emo�ons, ideas and how we manage them. Mindfulness can be de�ned as
our ability to be conscious of our thoughts in every situa�on.

Kabat (2011) states mindfulness is ‘‘paying a�en�on in a par�cular way,
on purpose, in the present moment, and nonjudgmentally’’ (as cited in
Chiesa & Malinowski, p. 406). This de�ni�on involves a total recogni�on of
one’s percep�ons and emo�ons without making any judgments about
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them. Addi�onally, Kabat does not believe that mindfulness is a state that
you achieve but instead it is a way of being, it is a process of growing
personal awareness.

Kabat and Davidson have developed some works that show how
mindfulness allows individuals to realize what is happening moment by
moment allowing them to consciously control their emo�ons. They have
developed several signi�cant recommenda�ons that will help individuals to
prac�ce mindfulness. The following chart shows some of them.

The components of the chart are taken from Sánchez & Castro (2016)

Kabat’s work promoted the introduc�on of the term mindfulness in
Western countries. Later on, more opera�onal de�ni�ons of the term
emerged, de�ning mindfulness as a

process of regula�ng a�en�on in order to bring a quality of non-
elabora�ve awareness to current experience and a quality of rela�ng to
one’s experience within an orienta�on of curiosity, experien�al openness,
and acceptance (Bishop et al, 2004, p. 234).

This de�ni�on is the result of a two - component model. The �rst
component is about the self- regula�on of a�en�on that involves the
recogni�on of immediate experiences. The second refers to adop�ng a
posture towards the experiences the person is dealing with in the moment,
a posture that indicates curiosity, openness, and acceptance. In summary,
their de�ni�on focused on how through the control of a�en�on humans
could be conscious of their own experiences as long as they maintain
curious and open to what they are experiencing.
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Nowadays, more research has been done in regards to mindfulness
interven�ons not only in the medical context but in business, sports,
scien��c and educa�onal contexts in which mindfulness is a way of
promo�ng healthier environments that help people to have more posi�ve
responses to daily life problems.

Aggression

Human aggression is any behavior directed toward another individual
that is carried out with the immediate intent to cause harm. In addi�on,
the perpetrator must believe that the behavior will harm the target, and
that the target is mo�vated to avoid the behavior (Bushman & Anderson
2001, et al).

It is important to highlight that not all the aggressive behaviors are
violent as Bushman & Anderson (2001) explain.

Violence is aggression that has extreme harm as its goal. All violence is
aggression, but many instances of aggression are not violent. For example,
one child pushing another o� a tricycle is an act of aggression but is not an
act of violence (p.29).

The social learning theory proposed by Bandura explains the acquisi�ons
of aggressive behaviors by observa�on processes that are influenced by
the context in which the individual is. “People acquire aggressive responses
the same way they acquire other complex form of social behavior, either by
experience or by observing others” (Bushman & Anderson 2001, p. 31).

Literature Review

Mindfulness

In a research ar�cle called Altera�ons in Brain and Immune Func�on
Produced by Mindfulness Medita�on by Davidson (2003), two speci�c
ques�ons were addressed: �rst, the influence of mindfulness medita�on
on brain modi�ca�ons; second, the changes in the immune func�on
produced by mindfulness medita�on. The focus of the inves�ga�on was on
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emo�on-related brain ac�vity and its changes caused by medita�on. This
focus was chosen based on the premise that medita�on reduces anxiety
and increases posi�ve emo�ons. Davidson and his co-workers established
that the le�- sided region of the brain displays ac�va�on with some forms
of posi�ve emo�ons. Therefore, as medita�on decreases anxiety and
increases posi�ve emo�ons, they hypothesized that individuals who
prac�ce medita�on will exhibit more le�-sided brain ac�va�on in
comparison to the ones who did not prac�ce it.

The sample consisted of 48 employees that were randomly assigned to
each of the two groups; control group and medita�on group. The measures
of brain electrical ac�vity were made to both groups before and a�er the
training period. The training consisted of a 3-hour class per week and a 7-
hour retreat. Addi�onally, par�cipants were asked to prac�ce medita�on
one hour at home every day. The �ndings of this study suggested that
par�cipants with the medita�on training, increased le�-sided brain
ac�va�on and reduced anxiety and nega�ve a�ect. Davidson (2003) had
indicated that “le�-sided ac�va�on is associated with more adap�ve
responding to nega�ve and/or stressful events. Speci�cally, individuals with
greater le�-sided ac�va�on have been found to show faster recovery a�er
a nega�ve provoca�on” (p. 569).

A similar study developed by Lazar and a group of psychiatrists in
Massachuse�s hospital (as cited in Mar�nez, 2014) demonstrated physical
changes in brain structure when prac�cing medita�on. Lazar and her
workgroup took magne�c resonance images to 16 volunteers two weeks
a�er and two weeks before the implementa�on of a mindfulness program.
This was a two-month program with 27 minutes of medita�on per day.
They found that the amygdala, the region of the brain in charge of
decision-making and emo�onal reac�ons is likely to swell with mindfulness
prac�ce. This swelling makes the connec�on between the amygdala and
the frontal lobe stronger what consequently helps individuals to subs�tute
primi�ve responses (chiefly lead by the amygdala) to more reflexive
responses (lead by the frontal lobe). The results of both studies con�rm
that contempla�ve prac�ces have great impact on brain regions ac�va�on
and brain physical changes. This evidence makes the understanding of
Eastern prac�ces easier and gives credibility to the results; however, for an
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educa�onal context it becomes necessary to bring up studies in which the
sample and the environment can be associated with educa�on.

The following research made by Mackler, Aguilar and Camacho (2008) is
an a�empt to introduce contempla�ve prac�ces in the classroom. The
study was guided by the idea of the possible impact of contempla�ve
prac�ces in assis�ng students’ a�ec�ve domain. It was carried out with �ve
di�erent groups of students. Before the training process, students had to
answer a ques�onnaire about their common behaviors. Then, they were
taught di�erent contempla�ve prac�ces such as visualiza�on, relaxa�on
exercises, mindful stretching exercises, and relaxing music in the
classroom. A�er the teachers’ interven�ons, students answered the same
ques�onnaire. Through the use of those ques�onnaires, researchers
compared the di�erences in students’ percep�ons about their
performance a�er and before the learning of contempla�ve techniques.

The outcomes of the research project indicate three posi�ve results of
contempla�ve techniques in the classroom; �rst, students were less
anxious during class �me. Second, most of the areas included in the
ques�onnaire (increased energy level, reduced muscle tension, less
performance anxiety, increased self-con�dence, stress reduc�on, improved
concentra�on and a�en�veness) shown posi�ve changes. Third, students
indicated that they not only were engaged in the project but they also
enjoyed it. Taken together, the results indicate that contempla�ve prac�ces
had a posi�ve impact on par�cipants. But informa�on about the e�ect of
contempla�ve prac�ces on aggressive behaviors is s�ll missing.

Pedagogical Interven�on
As the aim of the project was to iden�fy the impact mindfulness might

have in the expression of aggressive behavior in children in everyday
situa�ons, a mindfulness interven�on was carried out taking into
considera�on that some research has demonstrated the e�ec�veness of
mindfulness prac�ces when assis�ng students and teachers in managing
di�cult emo�ons, improving self-regula�on, social competences and
rela�onships with others (Flook et al., 2010; Maloney. E, et al., 2016).
Furthermore, the prac�ces of mindfulness are expected to reduce the
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levels of emo�onal reac�vity and increase the levels of calmness.

According to Bishop (2004), mindfulness has been described as
embodying di�erent quali�es such as pa�ence, trust, nonreac�vity,
wisdom and compassion. These quali�es can help the prac��oner to adopt
a stance of acceptance toward painful or unpleasant thoughts and feelings.
Bearing this in mind, we expected that those aggressive behaviors in
children caused by emo�onal reac�vity and anxiety could be reduced with
mindfulness prac�ces. In addi�on, the curriculum chosen includes
mindfulness exercises that are bound to di�erent guiding themes such as
emo�ons management, self-control and problem solving. In regards to the
�me devoted to the interven�ons, it was decided to expend 14 weeks
since it was necessary to have enough �me to �rst, establish a rou�ne with
the children and second, to teach them the variety of mindfulness
strategies. Besides, Davidson claims, “mindfulness prac�ces require
consistent repe��on and use in daily experiences to become a part of how
we interact in our classrooms and world” (2017, p. 8).

As men�oned above, the study lasted 14 weeks, in which 28 50-minute
lessons were delivered in two sessions per week. The lessons were planned
taking as a reference the Kindness curriculum developed by Richard
Davidson (2017) in which there are 8 units with 3 lessons each. Taking into
account the popula�on of the research project, the materials proposed in
the kindness curriculum were adapted to Spanish speakers and 4 new
lessons were included in the units 3, 4 and 6.

The sessions were developed sequen�ally so that each ac�vity was
related to the ones that came before and a�er. Unit 1, Mindful Bodies, was
about introducing students the term mindfulness and its components such
as; a�en�on and breathing. Unit 2, Emo�ons on the Inside, focused on
no�cing sensa�ons, reflec�ng about feelings in the body and recognizing
that both the feelings that we like as well as the ones we don’t like are
helpful. Unit 3, Emo�ons on the Outside, dealt with the change of
emo�ons and how feelings can be reflected in our faces and bodies. Unit 4,
Strong Emo�ons on the Inside and Outside, exposed various ways to
manage di�cult feelings. Unit 5, Calm and Problem Solving, emphasized on
how calm could be achieved through body movements and how problems
are be�er solved when forgiving others and ourselves. Unit 6, Gra�tude,
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was about recognizing our di�erences and the things children were
grateful for. Unit 7, Gra�tude for People, encompassed the connec�ons
with people to show how society is interconnected and everyone depends
on someone else including nature. Unit 8, Gra�tude for the World,
involved a summary of all the topics seen and a reinforcement of the
strategies to manage strong emo�ons.

The lessons were divided in three parts; the �rst one is the “connec�on”
in which the objec�ve was to build rapport with students and let them
know the topic of the class. Then, there was the explanatory stage in which
through visual representa�ons students were explained the topic in depth.
The third stage was the prac�cal part that invited students to apply what
they learnt. Within the sessions students were encouraged to describe
their experiences, sensa�ons, thoughts and emo�ons, therefore, the
discussions and the asking and answering ques�ons strategies were at the
core of the class.
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Context
This research project is carried out at the Benjamin Herrera Community

(BHC) located in the locality Barrios Unidos in Bogota in the northwest of
the city. This is a commercial area characterized by the large number of
mechanic workshops. This district is mostly inhabited by middle class
residents but most of the popula�on is made up of people who commute
every day from other parts of the city. They are workers at the local auto
parts and motorbike shops and workshops.

I �rst came into contact with this community through a series of
workshops the Junta de Accion Comunal (JAC) set up for the people who
live in that neighborhood and the surrounding area. The researcher
par�cipated in two workshops. The �rst one helped people reuse car �res.
The second and most relevant to this inves�ga�on is a women’s kni�ng
group where a good number of mothers, and some leaders from the JAC,
including the teacher of an a�er-school program for children in the
neighborhood, got together every Wednesday a�ernoon to knit and talk
about life issues that might a�ect them. These mee�ngs that took place at
the same �me an a�er-school program took place, and it was no�ceable
that the teacher was concerned with discipline. She would speak in a loud
voice to the students, ask students to remain seated and silent for long
periods of �me without speaking to anyone or sending someone who
misbehaved to one of the corners of the room to stand there for a long
�me facing the wall. Later, she started to have the kids in her program do a
short oral presenta�on on values (i.e. honesty, responsibility, respect, etc.)
to the group of mothers. These presenta�ons were done every Wednesday
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by one of her students. The student would stand in front of everybody and
start reci�ng what a given value was and the importance of it, the mothers
appreciated the fact that the kids were being taught values and celebrated
each child’s e�ort to present. This was the springboard for the mothers and
the teacher to expand on the topic and discuss their beliefs about values.

This scenario was the star�ng point of this research as it enabled the
researcher to connect with the interest of mothers and the teacher
regarding teaching values, also known as ci�zenship competencies, and it
made her think of a posi�ve approach to discipline that could bene�t the
community.

The Junta de Accion Communal (JAC) at the Benjamin Herrera
community has provided the support and authoriza�on for the
development of this research study through its Comite de Bienestar. To
illustrate, the JAC is an o�cial, social and nonpro�t organiza�on with its
own �nancial capital that is established by people in a certain area or
territory. The JAC is managed by people from a neighborhood or territory
that organize themselves to solve problems that concern the community.
The BHC is par�cularly concerned about the academic performance of
children a�ending the di�erent public and private schools in the area. To
this end, they have created an a�er-school program that provides
academic support to students who are not doing well at school. A teacher,
who is also de coordinator of the Comite de Bienestar, assists children in
the development of their homework assignments in di�erent content areas
(i.e., math, sciences, English). This same program has created a vaca�on
program to con�nue strengthening these children’s academic and social
skills. The researcher in this study was in charge of developing content for
this course and teaching it to the children in this community.

Research Ques�ons

General Ques�on

How to develop basic ci�zenship competencies in children from 6 to 11
years of age in the Benjamin Herrera Community in Bogota?
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Speci�c Ques�ons

What are some mothers’ beliefs and self-reported prac�ces in
teaching ci�zenship competencies to their children a�ending a
vaca�on program at the BHC?

What are an a�er-school program teacher’s beliefs and prac�ces
in teaching ci�zenship competencies to her students in the BHC?

How are some mothers’ beliefs and experiences towards the
teaching of basic ci�zenship competencies transformed through
posi�ve discipline tools?

How do parents make use of posi�ve discipline tools impact
children’s development of ci�zenship competencies?

Hypothesis
The development of ci�zenship competencies in 6 to 11-year-old

children in the BHC is possible through the use of posi�ve discipline tools
and with parents-teacher collabora�on.

O�en students’ misbehavior is said to be one of the hardest things to
control in a classroom, especially in a se�ng where a single teacher is in
charge of a large number of students and has to devote most of the �me to
controling them. This situa�on does not only cause teacher burnout and
discouragement but greatly impacts students’ learning. This is similar in an
informal se�ng like the a�er-school program at the Benjamin Herrera
community where teaching ci�zenship competencies seems to be capital
to build a posi�ve atmosphere that allows children to learn, enjoy learning
and taking part. However, building social skills such as empathy, managing
anger, listening ac�vely is an extremely di�cult task for the teacher who is
usually busy trying to assist every single student in the development of
their homework assignments. In this context, teacher-parent collabora�on
appears to be a tool to foster ci�zenship competencies both at home and
in the a�er-school program.
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Objec�ves

General Objec�ve

Contribute to the development of basic ci�zenship competencies of
children from 6 to 11 years of age in the Benjamin Herrera Community in
Bogota.

Speci�c Objec�ves

Systema�ze the implementa�on of a program to develop basic
ci�zenship skills in 6 to 11-year-old children at the Benjamin
Herrera Community in Bogota.

Iden�fy the beliefs and prac�ces of some mothers and a teacher
in an a�er-school program regarding their beliefs and prac�ces
teaching ci�zenship competencies.

Transform the beliefs and experiences of 3 mothers and 1 teacher
towards the teaching of basic ci�zenship competencies in a
vaca�on program at the Benjamin Herrera Community.

Design a pedagogical tool that contributes to the teaching of basic
ci�zenship competencies for mothers at the BHC.

Theore�cal Framework
Some of the theore�cal concepts that will serve as the founda�on of this

research study are the Morning Mee�ng as used by the Responsive
Classroom Approach, Ci�zenship Competencies, Social Emo�onal Learning
and Posi�ve Discipline. These are key concepts that will be elaborated on
during the research process.

The Responsive Classroom Approach

The Responsive Classroom approach and one of its main components,
the Morning Mee�ng provided the ground to design this pedagogical
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interven�on.

Sa�ler (2006) de�nes the Responsive Classroom as an “instruc�onal
approach to teaching that integrates the teaching of academic skills and
the teaching of social skills as part of everyday school life” (p. 5). The
Responsive classroom approach was founded under seven core principles:

“(a) an equal emphasis on the social and academic curricula; (b) a focus on how children learn as

much as what they learn; (c) the view that social interac�on facilitates cogni�ve growth; (d) an

emphasis on coopera�on, asser�on, responsibility, empathy, and self-control as cri�cal social

skills for children to learn; (e) a focus on knowing children individually, culturally, and

developmentally; (f) an emphasis on knowing the families of children; and (g) the view that the

working rela�onships among adults at the schools are cri�cally important” (Northeast Founda�on

for Children, 1997, 2007, as cited in McTigue & Rimm-Kaufman, 2010, p. 7).

The Morning Mee�ng

As a component of the responsive classroom approach, provides the
learners with a morning rou�ne that helps build a sense of community
while se�ng posi�ve expecta�ons and a suppor�ve atmosphere for the
day (Haurch, Chen and Wagner, 2006). The morning mee�ng is developed
in four stages- gree�ng, sharing, learning and news for the day. During the
gree�ng stage students greet each other by name and prac�ce the social
norms of respec�ul gree�ngs. The sharing �me contributes to the
development of empathy and open and allows students to prac�ce
speaking to the group in a low-stress se�ng. The group ac�vity may be a
short game or song that helps the class build a sense of class iden�ty and
encourages ac�ve par�cipa�on. It can also be an opportunity for revising
academic content or learning something new. McTigue and Rimm-Kaufman
(2010). Finally, the Morning Message, wri�en by the teacher, is read
together and provides a transi�on to the academic day by reinforcing past
lessons and arousing interest for upcoming lessons (Kriete, 2002).

Ci�zenship Competencies

The Colombian Ministry of Educa�on (2006) de�nes ci�zenship skills as
the knowledge and cogni�ve, emo�onal, and communica�ve abili�es that
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are necessary for an individual to be able to act construc�vely in a
democra�c society. These abili�es help the children relate to each other
respec�ully and enable them to solve everyday conflict. The standards of
ci�zenship skills establish what students should know and know how to do
according to their developmental level so that they prac�ce such abili�es
at home, at school and in other contexts.

The program emphasizes four types of competencies: emo�onal,
cogni�ve, communica�ve and integra�ve. The emo�onal competency
refers to the ability to respond construc�vely to our own emo�ons (e.g.
managing anger not to harm others and others’ emo�ons (e.g. empathy).
The cogni�ve competencies are the mental processes that facilitate
interac�ons in society (e.g. the ability to place ourselves mentally in
somebody’s posi�on.) The communica�ve competencies relate to the
ability to establish construc�ve communica�on with other individuals
(asser�veness). Lastly, the integra�ve competencies assemble the
emo�onal, cogni�ve and communica�ve competencies.

Social Emo�onal Learning

Dusenbury and Weissberg (2017) de�ne Social Emo�onal Learning (SEL)
as

“the process through which children and adults acquire and e�ec�vely apply the knowledge,

a�tudes, and skills necessary to understand and manage emo�ons, set and achieve posi�ve

goals, feel and show empathy for others, establish and maintain posi�ve rela�onships, and make

responsible decisions” (p. 2).

Posi�ve Discipline

Tradi�onally common disciplinary approaches have been based on
rewards and punishment to control students’ behavior. However, research
has demonstrated that “unless children are taught social and emo�onal
skills, they have a tough �me learning, and discipline problems increase”
(Nelsen, Lo�, and Glenn, 2013, p. 1).

These scholars refer to Posi�ve Discipline as a method that involves
students in focusing on solu�ons instead of being the recipients of
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punishments and rewards. Posi�ve Discipline also teaches adults to employ
kindness and �rmness at the same �me and is neither puni�ve nor
permissive. The tools and concepts of Posi�ve Discipline include:

Mutual respect. Adults model �rmness by respec�ng themselves
and the needs of the situa�on, and kindness by respec�ng the
needs of the child.

Iden�fying the belief behind the behavior. E�ec�ve discipline
recognizes the reasons kids do what they do and works to change
those beliefs, rather than merely a�emp�ng to change behavior.

E�ec�ve communica�on and problem-solving skills.

Discipline that teaches (and is neither permissive nor puni�ve).

Focusing on solu�ons instead of punishment.

Encouragement (instead of praise). Encouragement no�ces e�ort
and improvement, not just success, and builds long-term self-
esteem and empowerment.

Literature Review
The following is a preliminary review of literature that sheds light on the

bene�ts of the Responsive Classroom approach and the Morning Mee�ng
to building a posi�ve classroom. It also provides a par�al overview of the
work done in regard to the development of ci�zenship competencies in the
country. This review will be complemented during the research process.

Academic Achievement

The Responsive Classroom Approach (RC) focuses on the strong
rela�onship between academic success and social emo�onal learning.
Regarding academic achievement, Rimm-Kaufman, S., Fan, X., Chiu, Y., and
You, W. (2006) studied the contribu�ons of RC approach to the Math and
reading performance of second, third and fourth graders in six elementary
schools over a �me of 1, 2, 3-year periods. Rimm-Kaufman et al. found that
the RC approach did contribute to learning gains in reading and also
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contributed greatly to Math learning. It was also found that the
contribu�on of RC was greater over a three-year period than over a one
and two years period.

Student-teacher rela�onship

Baroody, Rimm-Kaufman, Larsen, Curby, (2014) analyzed the quality of
the student-teacher rela�onship in a ��h-grade classroom with a teacher
who had been trained on the RC approach. The �ndings showed that
training in the RC approach increased teachers’ use of RC prac�ces, which
in turn related to increased closeness to students. The results also suggest
that, with su�cient dosage and adherence, RC prac�ces are one way of
promo�ng close student-teacher rela�onships.

Learning/classroom environment

As one of the main components of the Responsive Classroom Approach,
the Morning Mee�ng helps to build and maintain a posi�ve learning
environment (Si�ler, 2006). This study was carried out with ��h graders in
an academically heterogeneous classroom with students ranging in age
from 10-11 years. Several conclusions were drawn from the study:
numerous outside environmental factors or stressors can influence student
behaviors in the classroom; there were a signi�cant number of student
behaviors and ac�ons that nega�vely a�ected the development of a
posi�ve learning environment. Addi�onally, the implementa�on of or lack
of consistent rou�nes, expecta�ons, and consequences and rewards can
influence student behaviors; also, students are reflec�ve learners when
they are provided with the opportunity to reflect on their own learning
experiences and behaviors. Lastly, the morning mee�ng increased self-
regulated and self-monitored student behavior which contributed to a
posi�ve learning environment.

Although the Responsive Classroom Approach has not been adapted in
any Colombian school, e�orts to foster social emo�onal learning through
the teaching and learning of ci�zenship competencies are evident in recent
years. On the one hand, Diazgranados, Noonan, Brion-Meisels, Saldarriaga,
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Daza, Chávez, and Antonellis (2014), implemented a transforma�ve peace
educa�on program with teachers from rural Colombia. The �rst phase of
the program focused on helping students develop the skills, a�tudes, and
rela�onships they need to become peacemakers by means of a curriculum
that included coopera�ve games, reflec�on, and children’s literature. The
second part of the program was devoted to student-driven community
service learning projects that consisted of iden�fying a problem in the
community, making decisions together to solve it, implemen�ng a plan of
ac�on and sharing the results with the whole community.

Some of the main �ndings demonstrated that a transforma�ve change
requires a holis�c approach: going beyond curriculum with a focus on the
interrela�onships within and among teachers and learners. Furthermore, a
holis�c approach to content requires a democra�c and experien�al
pedagogy, just as prominent scholars had proposed decades ago. More
than teaching about democracy, it is necessary to live it with our students
and colleagues (Dewey, 1916). Democra�c educa�on (Freire, 2010)
requires us to be in reciprocal rela�onship with our students: all teachers
and all learners. With a passive learning experience of ci�zenship, it is not
possible to conceive future ac�ve ci�zens (Cox, Jaramillo and Reimers,
2005). Lastly, transforma�on is not possible when trust is absent from
teacher-student rela�onships because transforma�on is rooted in and
sustained through rela�onships (Willie, 2000 as cited in Diazgranados,
2014).

On the other hand, Ramos, Nieto, and Chaux, (2007), reported on the
results of a study developed with 40 second graders in a public school in
Bogota which included not only the students but also their families. This
program called Classrooms in Peace aimed at the development of
ci�zenship competencies (i.e. cogni�ve, emo�onal and communica�ve
abili�es) that provide individuals with the knowledge and capacity to act
construc�vely in society. The implementa�on took place not only within
the classroom but also with the parents whose children demonstrated the
most aggressive behaviors. The interven�on yielded important results in
terms of the transforma�on of the students and parents, as well as the
transforma�on of the classroom environment. As aggressive behaviors
decreased, especially physical aggression, friendly and caring behaviors
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increased. The typical chao�c environment of the beginning of the year
transformed into an environment where students followed instruc�ons,
worked e�ec�vely and supported each other. The work done with the
families through workshops, visits and calls was key to the program success
as home became an opportunity for parents and students to put into
prac�ce the competencies this program wanted to develop.

Methodology
This study follows an ac�on research design. Sagor (2005) de�nes ac�on

research as the inves�ga�on conducted by the “person or the people
empowered to take ac�on concerning their own ac�ons, for the purpose of
improving their future ac�ons” (p. 4). Sagor also expands on this de�ni�on
by including 3 ques�ons: Is the study focused on your professional ac�on?
Are you empowered to adjust future ac�on based on the results? Is
improvement possible? According to Sagor, if the answer to all three
ques�ons is “yes”, then the study �ts the ac�on research approach which is
the case of the present research project.

In addi�on, this is a qualita�ve research project that uses a case study
approach. Yin (2003) de�nes case study as the conduc�on of an “empirical
inves�ga�on of a contemporary phenomenon within its natural context
using mul�ple sources of evidence.” (as cited in Hancock & Algozinne,
2006, p. 15). This study uses a case approach that seeks to understand a
par�cular phenomenon: iden�fying beliefs and experiences on the
teaching of ci�zenship competencies from the perspec�ve of a small
sample of the popula�on, speci�cally mothers from the BHC and how
these beliefs are transformed a�er a pedagogical interven�on. Thus,
making inferences and generaliza�ons to a broader popula�on is not
possible due to the very speci�c characteris�cs of the popula�on under
inves�ga�on. On that account, this study follows a purposeful sampling
technique that is widely used in qualita�ve research for the iden��ca�on
and selec�on of individuals or groups of individuals that are especially
knowledgeable about or experienced with a phenomenon of interest and
who can provide detailed and useful informa�on about it (Creswell, 2012).
To this end, some mothers that can help the researcher understand the
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beliefs and experiences behind their ci�zenship competencies teaching
prac�ces will be selected.

This case study involves collec�ng and analyzing varied sources of
informa�on, such as observa�ons, interviews, and a focus group.

As explained in the context, observa�ons of the a�er-school program
sessions occurred prior to the interven�on and during the kni�ng group
mee�ngs. Such observa�ons helped the researcher evidence speci�c traits
(e.g. punishments, teacher body language, recita�on of informa�on)
demonstrated by the teacher when dealing with discipline. Addi�onally,
observa�ons will also take place during the �rst phase of the pedagogical
interven�on to account for student-student and teacher-student
interac�ons and learner’s behaviors.

In depth interviews will be carried out with the a�er-school program
teacher and �ve mothers whose children a�ended the vaca�on program to
explore and analyze their beliefs and teaching prac�ces of ci�zenship
competencies.

Self-reflec�ons will be collected from �ve mothers and the program
coordinator to analyze their experience teaching ci�zenship competencies
to children using some posi�ve discipline strategies.

A focus group will be done with the mothers and the a�er-school
program teacher to explore their experience using posi�ve discipline tools
to teach ci�zenship competencies to their children at home.

A short interview will be done with the children whose mothers
par�cipated in the study in order to explore their experience with posi�ve
discipline tools and ci�zenship competencies.

The project is also a systema�za�on of the experience lived with the
par�cipants (mothers, a teacher, children) at the community Benjamin
Herrera in the development of basic ci�zenship competencies. It looks at
those par�cipants’ beliefs and experiences and seeks to advance their
understanding and teaching of ci�zenship competencies through the use of
posi�ve discipline tools.

Par�cipants
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15 students whose age range is 6 to 11 years old who a�ended a
vaca�on program in the neighborhood Benjamin Herrera (Localidad Barrios
Unidos) in Bogota. Most of the students live around the area and a few of
them commute daily from far away neighborhoods as their parents are
workers at the local mechanic workshops. Half of the popula�on studies in
public schools and the other half in private schools.

Five mothers from the kni�ng group will be selected through a
purposeful sampling technique. These will be mothers whose children will
a�end the vaca�on program at the BHC. All of them are housewives from a
middle socio-economic background who have completed high school, live
in the area and spent a good amount of �me at home with their children.

The coordinator of the vaca�on program and teacher of the a�er-school
program at the Benjamin Herrera Community.

The pedagogical Interven�on
This interven�on will be divided into 2 complementary phases in which

some tools will be used to explore par�cipants’ beliefs and experiences on
teaching ci�zenship competencies. Other tools will also be applied to
analyze any changes in par�cipants’ beliefs a�er the interven�on.

Phase I

It consisted of a program to teach some basic English topics but whose
main focus was the development of ci�zenship competencies in 6 to
11year-old kids at the BHC. The target ci�zenship competencies were
empathy, asser�veness and anger management. The program was
delivered in 8 sessions, 3 hours each. The program was delivered using the
Morning Mee�ng approach, and included readings, games, and hands on
ac�vi�es.

Following each session, the researcher recorded all the relevant events
that occurred in class keeping in mind some variables such as type and
number of interrup�ons, type of conflicts arising among students and
samples of o�ensive language used by students. In class and out of class
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observa�ons were recorded during the 8-day interven�on to analyze
student-student interac�ons and teacher-student interac�on during class
and recess �me. These observa�ons took place at the Salon Comunal of
the BHC.

Phase II

This stage will focus on the work with the mothers and the a�er-school
program teacher. First, they will be interviewed to explore and analyze
their beliefs and teaching prac�ces of ci�zenship competencies. Next, the
par�cipants will be invited to take part of a workshop aiming at introducing
some elements of Posi�ve Discipline (A�ec�ve ques�ons, statements,
anger management techniques). The workshops will be held once or twice
depending on their �me and availability. The workshops will contain a
theore�cal background but, most importantly, they will include hands-on
and reflec�on prac�ces.

A�er the implementa�on of the workshops, the researcher will reflect on
the main events and will write down details and will analyze such episodes
on her journal. The researcher will focus on the mothers’ reac�ons towards
the material and ac�vi�es, the ques�ons they ask and their opinion of the
Posi�ve Discipline resources they learned about.
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Introduc�on
In our prac�cum, we no�ced that listening and speaking received li�le

a�en�on. Ac�vi�es failed to provide learners with genuine language for
they used simple structures and words, clear pronuncia�on, and slow
speed. When students encountered daily spoken English, they did not have
many chances to understand. To remedy the above situa�on, we proposed
the use of online authen�c materials as podcasts, YouTubers’ videos and
movie trailers, to promote students’ comprehension for them to listen
more and to focus on content indeed (Renandya, 2011).

We conducted the research in two schools in Bogotá, with a tenth and an
eighth grade, aimed at promo�ng their par�cipa�on and interest in
conversa�ons and speech with topics they selected. When internet was
not available, students worked with the same material at home, pupils
looked for the established material and they could reproduce it the �me
they wanted with English sub�tles and in class we worked with their
opinions, doubts, and crea�ons in a printable way. For example, it was a
�rst problem- solu�on we faced.

The results of the study suggest that implemen�ng online authen�c
materials facilitated the relevance of topics. Students’ needs and interests
were met and prompted oral responses. Using podcasts, YouTuber videos
and movie trailers helped language development and brought learners
closer to the target language.

Our interest was to �nd criteria for selec�ng tasks and topics that
learners would be comfortable and con�dent to talk about. The proposal
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arose from the experience working with tenth grade students whose
English class has as a general objec�ve the development communica�ve
skills. However, current prac�ces did not promote a close contact with the
English language. We worked with thirty basic level English language
students, twenty girls and ten boys, whose ages ranged from 14 to 17 years
old.

Literature Review
We considered a report by Hernandez-Ocampo and Vargas (2013).

Majors in modern languages constantly complained about the di�culty
they had in comprehending other than American English. These results
were based on the informa�on collected through a survey that assessed
the project as a whole and the �ndings were divided into four categories:
performance, cri�cal thinking, playing the teacher’s role and assessment.

Henríquez, Von, Peña, and Llanquileo, (2017) centered on the low level
of listening comprehension that some students showed that when
communica�ng with na�ve speakers the problem increased. The results of
the implementa�on of �lms, news and cartoons showed that they extend
their understanding of the spoken language, and that a�tudes towards
learning become posi�ve.

Morales and Beltran, (2006); Vaca and Gómez-Rodríguez, (2017) focused
on oral produc�on. One is a quasi-experimental research aimed to improve
learners’ oral produc�on achievements through a direct instruc�on period
(DIP) of memory and social learning strategies, and the other examined
how a group of ninth graders enhanced their speaking skill in an EFL
classroom through project-based learning.

Cas�llo, Insuasty and Jaime, (2017) took into account that authen�c
materials What proved to be more appropriate for this research team was
to explore this issue to assure the use of communica�ve English lessons at
a Colombian foreign language school. Its main objec�ve was to analyze the
extent to which the use of authen�c materials and tasks contributed to the
enhancement of the communica�ve competence on an A2 level English
course. The �ndings showed that the use of authen�c materials and tasks,
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within the framework of a pedagogical project had an impact on students’
communica�ve competence progress.

On the other hand, we also considered two interna�onal types of
research, done by Me�nee Thanajaro, (2000), and Masoud Khalili Sabet
and Hamed Mahsefat, (2012). The �rst project presented EFL
undergraduates who study English in their home countries where English is
not the dominant na�ve language. It was done with all the interna�onal
students a�ending the High Intermediate Academic Listening and
Vocabulary Development class at a language training center, they were
chosen according to three aspects: geographically, linguis�cally and
academically, and the results showed that this material helped student’s
comfort, level, and self-con�dence to listen to the target language, their
listening comprehension improved a�er having explosion to aural
authen�c materials. The last research was inspired by the lack of adequate
exposure to listening and dearth of a�en�on to the ground for authen�c
listening materials to �ll the listening gaps in the Iranian context. This study
intends to inves�gate the impact of authen�c materials on elementary
students at the university level. The results were that students who were
exposed to authen�c listening materials performed be�er than those
students who introduced to simpli�ed listening materials. It makes
students more pro�cient in listening comprehension.

Theore�cal Framework
As determined by a current state of knowledge in this part we summarize

and explain the constructs: online authen�c materials, and oral produc�on.

Online Authen�c Materials

It is useful to take into account many aspects which are related to this
kind of materials, we as teachers, are not developing our student’s skills
with normal daily life tasks that allow them to have a real contact with the
language. If so, students could use the language in situa�ons outside the
classroom environment only because they feel closer in the way the
English class materials are presented to them. When we talk about online
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authen�c materials, we make reference in all this kind of material that we
can �nd on the internet.

From this point of view, we could realize how the awareness about the
problem of using English as a target language inside a context that imitates
its learning as we learned our mother tongue, was taken into account, but
people, have not implemented it at all, in the sense that, maybe,
curriculums try to work some of those listening tests but with wrong
ques�onnaires that make ar��cial the learning process. When we talk
about ar��cial learning, we want to say that we as teachers have to work
harder to �nd material in order to develop the oral produc�on �rst, but
why? According to Buck, (2001) According to Buck (2001, ilustrated by
Morales & Beltran, 2006, p.102.) “Listening is a form of comprehension
where the listener is trying to get some meaning from the language”. This
statement really made teachers wonder about the procedures they were
carrying out in the English language classroom and the real purpose the
development of this skill had for learners. (Morales & Beltran, 2006). So, it
is cri�cal to change a li�le bit the order from tradi�onal listening material
and give students that authen�city which makes them feel the English
language through a real context in which they take part as par�cipants,
where they can develop those “possible tasks” found previously in the
chart with the ideas of Peachey (2004).

Without any doubt, this material helps students to develop
communica�ve skills, but the exclusive use of this kind of text causes them
to get used to listening to clear language without allowing for
misunderstanding. This type of tradi�onal material creates big problems
when learners have to face communica�ve situa�ons with na�ve speakers
because learners are not used to facing this sort of speech. The
decodi�ca�on process will take more �me or, in some cases, they will not
be able to decode at all. Underwood, (1990) considers that “any text is
‘authen�c’ if it was produced in response to real-life communica�ve needs
rather than as an imita�on of real life communica�ve needs. The term can
be applied to any sort of text, wri�en or spoken, and in rela�on to any kind
of situa�on of language use”.
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Oral produc�on

According to Guerrero, (2004), when foreign language learners try to
speak, the accuracy of their speech, the variety and precision of their
words and the complexity of their u�erances are highly influenced by
some speci�c factors such as the anxiety that learners feel as they speak,
the degree of cogni�ve complexity of the task that they are trying to
perform, and their pro�ciency level. Another research project about oral
interac�on developed by Hall & Verplaetse, (2000), language classrooms
can be seen as sociolinguis�c environments and discourse communi�es in
which interac�on is believed to contribute to learners’ language
development. In oral produc�on, people learn the foreign language
grammar structure and connect its structures with oral ability,
pronuncia�on and sound pa�erns, which is the propose we can achieve
through online authen�c materials that learners feel mo�vated and being
encouraged to nego�ate meaning orally through communica�ve language
regardless their pro�ciency level (Niño, 2010).

Methodology
A 2017 diagnos�c survey indicated that par�cipants had di�cul�es

expressing themselves. Class materials and tasks were not appealing;
learners disliked pronuncia�on drills or textbooks’ audios. A�er the
analysis of the responses, we introduced authen�c materials related to the
learners’ interests. They wrote scripts and made videos, which evidenced
their progress throughout the study.

The present research is a qualita�ve study designed to reveal a target
audience’s a�tudes and percep�ons about class topics. The audience of a
tenth and an eighth grade worked with online authen�c materials. The
results of qualita�ve research are descrip�ve rather than predic�ve, so
using pedagogical observa�on and interven�on in the classroom we
no�ced the way in which students felt with this issue, and also how could
the teacher implement new strategies and tools to get students closed to
spoken English.

This study converges on ac�on research due to it involves frequent
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par�cipa�on in a change a situa�on; it makes ac�on and research
outcomes at the same �me. This process began with teachers iden�fying a
speci�c problem students have, in our personal experience it was to
iden�fy that they did not feel suitable enough to express their opinions,
also the chances to prac�ce speaking were reduced because of the number
of students in the classroom. Then, in order to solve this issue, we did an
interven�on that implies a researchable ques�on, data gathering and data
analysis.

The method that we considered more suitable to our purpose was the
Eclec�c Method. As stated by Kumar, (2013) in his ar�cle The Eclec�c
Method- Theory and Its Applica�on to the Learning of English, “The
eclec�c theory of language was advocated during the year 1990’s and
because important for the educa�onal theory of language learning. It is
popular because it has the impact of good results without much pressure
on the learner. The advantage of this theory is learners have a clear vision
of what they are learning. Mul�ple tasks, high interac�on, lively learning,
objec�ve correla�ve, and fast results are the salient features of this
method.” According to the same author, this method is di�cult to de�ne,
but it is not a scien��c drill method and it is neither a teaching tool for the
teacher nor a learning method for the learners. What this method is really
meant to do, is teach the language as a whole. It is a complete way of
doing things such as listening or coordinated speaking with subsidiary
elements like pronuncia�on and form of the language.

We chose this approach because what we wanted was to implement
di�erent aspects of the language to promote oral produc�on,
contextualizing and ge�ng students closer to the English language.
Watching videos, news, listening to storybooks and other exercises we
were able to recreate a similar environment or se�ng where the groups
could have a conversa�on and face possible real spoken situa�ons.
However, in our case we reduced these materials into three categories:
YouTube videos, podcasts and movie trailers. This method allowed
learners’ skills development and reinforced previous knowledge.

Another important aspect of this method is that it focused on oral skills,
“The spoken language allows one to locate the appropriate way to get a
par�cular objec�ve. The importance of introducing cultural product is as
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crucial to such learning of the language as capturing and enhancing
knowledge or expressing one’s feelings.” (Kumar, 2013) (p.3).

Data Analysis
We collected, analyzed and categorized data according to the pa�erns

found in the semi-structured interviews. These dealt with the sites learners
used to visit or the topics they looked up online. All par�cipants preferred
mul�modal resources to books. In addi�on, all of they claimed to be
mo�vated to listen to authen�c sources. Interviews also gathered their
percep�ons about ways of interac�ng with the English language in and
outside the classroom. Interviews combined a certain degree of control
with a certain amount of freedom.

The �gures below illustrate the topics learners look up; these include
games movies, sports, and music at the top of the list. As for the modality,
by far social media appeared �rst. On the other hand, learners felt
comfortable and willing to speak when they found exci�ng topics and
familiar websites.

Students made videos and audios before and a�er working with online
authen�c materials. Then, they did a sca�olding process a�er watching
and listening to movie trailers, youtubers’ videos and podcasts according to
their preferences and comparing their oral produc�on and progress.

Before: (audio students 5 and 8):

Student 5: -Hello
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Student 8: -Hello my friends

Student 5: -How are you?

Student 8: -Very good and you?

Student 5: -Good! Thanks – Where are you from?

Student 8: -I’m from Texas

Student 5: - Oh cool. I’m from New York.

Student 8: - Hey! We’re now for you. Speak for Facebook

Student 5: -Oh yes, is that cool

Student 8: -Or call me for Facebook

Student 5: -Okay, bye thanks

Student 8: -See you later

Student 5: -Yes, good bye

A�er: (video students 5 and 8):

Student 5: Good morning today we’re in the library (.) Luis Angel
Arango↑ in a special interview: a saga Hush Hush (.) today I accompany to
write Becca↑ Fitzpatrick (arrived/ a writer) Juliana Niño a fan Paula Garcia
and bit less but not less important (Pat and Nora)

 Student 8: hello Becca (.)

Student 5: hello Juliana (.)

Student 8: *what↑ do you inspirated the movie to write the saga Hush
Hush↓

Student 5: (0.2) my inspira�on (was/ is that) the experience by catch (.)
people: (.)

read my book and >too create< the (.) perfect boy for many girls

Student 8: (0.2) (as you men�on it’s the perfect boy) ↓ *what do you
inspirated↓

Student 5: how: e: ( ) is the real heavy ques�on e: because I don’t eh:
(0.2) think (.

that Patch will be a fallen angel (.) (In a begin) I thought in a bad boy (.)
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so he did not want a boy (.) <who had been bad all his life> (0.3) really
(Hush hush had) created e: the perfect boy a:nd in general its essence (.)
that fall in love (.) to: >many girls<

We assessed the quality of the ar�facts systema�cally as they did their
dra�s for the �nal presenta�on, giving feedback and comments. In that
way, we could iden�fy the progress and di�cul�es they had.

Addi�onally, our teacher journals supported the evidence found in
student’s �nal por�olios. With qualita�ve and quan�ta�ve informa�on, we
could prove that when we worked with online authen�c materials we
no�ced the reduc�on of nega�ve emo�ons. Par�cipants were able to
express their opinions when presen�ng.

Similarly, the sources used, like websites and YouTube modelled the
language and the discussions. Some par�cipants imitated the
conversa�ons there contained and used vocabulary in context.

The �rst audio showed us how false beginners �ve and eight followed
the structures of dialogues found in some textbooks instead of they are
talking about a social network they like. On the other hand, in the video,
they were referring to a book they like but imita�ng the way in which a
YouTuber made a real interview to the writer of that book, they looked
more comfortable and they know how to express their opinions with a high
increase of vocabulary and interven�on.

One of the �ndings indicated that when learners understood the material
and became interested in a topic, their oral pro�ciency increased. Another
�nding indicated that the use of authen�c materials had a posi�ve impact
on the par�cipants’ language development. A third �nding suggest that
nego�a�ng topics and tasks with course par�cipants engaged them in
understanding and in producing visual and printed texts that expressed
their voices and displayed their knowledge. We realized that par�cipants
became willing to talk without fear of making mistakes.
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Introduc�on
Student teaching, considered in UNICA as a guided learning experience,

intends to give student teachers the chance to apply the skills and
knowledge they have developed during their undergraduate studies. It
means that student teachers are to combine theory with prac�cal work
experience by teaching and par�cipa�ng in a school community.

Devos (2010) states that the main purpose for the prac�cum year is to
help student-teachers build a professional iden�ty and professional
prac�ces that are appropriate for educa�onal se�ngs and become part of
their concep�ons about good teaching. In that sense the support they
receive during this �me is cri�cal not only on the procedural aspects
developing their prac�cum, but also on the building of their con�dence as
teachers. It is necessary to establish a mul�-way exchange of listening and
arguing about the reasons why certain ac�ons or processes are preferred
during teaching and for learning purposes.

As quoted by Jokinen, H., Heikkinen, H & Morberg (2012), “further
induc�on should be a stage in a con�nuum of teacher development in
which content knowledge and pedagogical skills move in tandem through
teaching, observa�on, dialogue and reflec�on. At the same �me, induc�on
should support entry into a learning community. Induc�on should
introduce novices to learning communi�es in which teachers take
collec�ve responsibility for the growth and learning of all students and all
teachers within a school” (Fulton et al. 2005 as cited in Jokinen et. al.,
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2012, p. 173).

Within this framework student teachers were sent to do their prac�cum
at EFL schools in Bogota where they played a very ac�ve role as the school
and the University agreed on having them go gradually through a process
of mentoring and co teaching, so in the last phase they were considered to
take full charge of classes: plan and deliver lessons by themselves. It means
that coopera�ng teachers at the school were expected to involve student
teachers into the classroom rou�nes and instruc�on from the very �rst
week of class.

This study intends to elucidate how student-teachers development of
pedagogical knowledge can be s�mulated through their par�cipa�on in a
community of learning, during sessions at university, in which their
philosophies about teaching might be consolidated.

Area of Focus Statement
Within our general view of reflec�ve prac�ces, we intend to carry out a

study to ar�culate previous ideas derived from a research study on how
student teachers develop their pedagogical knowledge. According to Parra
(2012) Student teachers need some training and guidance if we want them
to reach deeper levels of reflec�on. With that purpose in mind we have
decided to build together a community of learning where student-teachers
can make their teaching philosophies explicit and by asking ques�ons;
discussing di�erent aspects of teaching since they might get deeper
understanding of their ac�ons as novice teachers. Create a community of
learning among student teachers and analyze the dynamics of its making
and func�oning so it may become a way to make student teachers
mee�ngs more systema�c and meaningful and promote the development
of their reflec�ve skills.

Research Ques�on
How does the crea�on of a community of thinking among student-

teachers impact growth in their pedagogical Knowledge?
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Theore�cal Framework
The principles that ground this study are framed within what results of

integra�ng construc�vists and sociocultural learning theories speci�cally
those ideas on situated cogni�on. We have learned from construc�vists
theories that students ac�vely build knowledge based on the rela�onship
of previous knowledge and ongoing experience. And “to promote
knowledge construc�on about learning, instructors need to (a) engage
students in meaningful work, (b) surface student’s exis�ng knowledge and
beliefs, (c) engage students in interac�ve discussions about learning
processes, and (d) ask students to ar�culate revised and /or emerging
understandings based on new experiences” (Butler, 2002, p. 84).

Bearing the ideas above in mind one instruc�onal approach has derived
situated cogni�on, which highlights the importance of experiences and
context for learning processes where learning and doing are indivisible
ac�ons. Lave Learning experiences must be authen�c and interac�on
among par�cipants looks for nego�a�on of meaning. Within the Situated
cogni�on perspec�ve learning is understood as the signi�cant changes in
the ways of understanding and par�cipa�on of subjects in a common
ac�vity. It must be interpreted as a mul�dimensional process which entails
certain experiences that involve thoughts, feelings and ac�ons (Baquero,
2002).

As it was men�oned above, this study kept on exploring the ways how
student- teachers develop their pedagogical knowledge as stated by Ball
(2009) it is the knowledge about the ‘how’ of teaching resul�ng from
course instruc�on and experience. This concept combined with insights
about content by Shulman (1987) has been called Pedagogical Content
Knowledge which is a type of prac�cal knowledge developed by teachers
to guide their instruc�onal ac�ons. It implies knowing certain strategies
for, besides managing the classroom, being able to iden�fy problems and
propose instruc�onal solu�ons accordingly.

Following David Perkins’ ideas, we understand that knowledge implies
“applica�on, challenge, extrapola�on, analysis, revision, tes�ng, and
synthesis” (2011, p. Xiii) that have to become evident in ac�ons so in that
sense learning is learning to do in expansive ways.
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Besides bearing in mind the above concepts, we based the
implementa�on on what has been stated by Kohn (1996) as the procedure
to encourage student-teacher’s par�cipa�on in the construc�on of a
community of learning. To develop a community of learning we have to
consider three very important factors, �me to develop such a community;
a certain number of students and an engaged teacher, who due to the role
he plays in this study will be called the university mentor. It is very
important to use �me e�ec�vely and propose topics, so students feel
engaged during the process. For the purpose of this study we decided on a
type community of learning referred to the classroom which is one of the
four types of Learning communi�es iden��ed by Coll et al. (2008) and that
implies an alterna�ve vision of teaching and learning.

Following the same thread of ideas Harpaz in his boo called Teaching and
Learning in a Community of Thinking, claims that “the unit of knowledge in
a community of learners must lead the students to serious inquiry that will
bring them from preliminary, naïve theories to the founda�ons of the
discipline according to the students’ level of development” (2014, p. 14)

We have guided our interven�ons by the kind of thinking they wish to
contribute to the group discussions: “P (problem), MT (my theory), INTU (I
need to understand), NI (new informa�on), C (comment), and WHWL
(what have we learned?).” Each idea of INTU can lead to a following
discussion that can raise another topic of interest and so on (Harpaz,
2014).

To guide students in the process the mentor teacher proposed di�erent
ac�vi�es with the purpose of helping student teachers ques�on their
assump�ons and making some connec�ons between theories and prac�ce
more evident. A�er having reviewed core concepts studied during their
previous pedagogy classes, student teachers were suggested to read topics
related to them.

Students were also asked to write or narrate their thoughts related to
the topic discussed and then share their insights with their peers during
following sessions, they reached their common conclusions also based on
what their experiences at the school have been like and some of them
even wanted to propose their “personal theories”.
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Following Brown and Campione (1994) in a community of Learning,
teachers foster students’ academic development such as asking ques�ons,
showing evidences or producing suppor�ng ideas as well as coopera�ng in
a group and being able to learn with others and from others: encourage
students to think in depth about complex issues and take advantage of the
chances they have to reflect and share insights.

Re�ec�on
We understand the concept of reflec�on based on the no�on proposed

by John Dewey (1993) in which self-appraisal is always involved and draws
on theory and concepts to make decisions about future ac�ons:

“(…) emancipates us from merely impulsive and merely rou�ne ac�vity
(…) enables us to direct our ac�vi�es with foresight and to plan according
to ends-in-view, or purposes of which we are aware ... to act in deliberate
and inten�onal fashion (...) to know what we are about when we act. It
converts ac�on that is merely appe��ve, blind, and impulsive into
intelligent ac�on” (1933, p.17).

Donald Schön (1987) introduces two types of reflec�on. First reflec�on
on ac�on- which refers to retrospec�ve thinking assuming that a teaching l
event is always related to former experience and to what has happened;
that is to say, decisions teachers make in the present are connected to
previous and ongoing experiences, and secondly reflec�on in ac�on –
thinking on your ac�ons while teaching; it means teachers have developed
the skill to analyze a teaching event a make decisions on the spot.

We have decided to draw on the ideas of Gay and Kirkland (2003) when
they state that inner reflec�ve dialogues should be “accompanied by
similar dialogues with others” We should provide student-teachers with
opportuni�es to have conversa�ons with each other to construct common
statements to dilemmas.

Although these authors refer to the topic of inter cultural issues
exclusively, we think these ideas are suitable for any case in which we want
student-teachers to build common knowledge. They jus�fy this technique
proposing that we should engage in the process of transforming knowledge
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form one way to another and then sharing it with others and receiving
feedback gives us “cri�cal consciousness” as well as providing intellectual
clari�ca�on as well as support and con�dence.

Literature review
Looking for possibili�es to engage students in ac�vi�es that lead to long

las�ng learning, researchers have explored the crea�on of communi�es of
learning as one valuable possibility that may enable student-teachers get
involved in deep reflec�ve processes during their prac�cum period.

In a case study Sinclair (2009) used what she called “provoca�ve
pedagogy” by means of what student-teachers had to confront their beliefs
and assump�ons about teaching and learning, student teachers went
through a process of repor�ng their experiences of learning about
reflec�on in an on line environment; the results of this study showed that
speci�c pedagogies a and being part of a community of learning may have
been signi�cant in the acknowledgement of themselves as reflec�ve
prac��oners.

A research study called Dialogical habitus engagement: The twists and
turns of teachers› pedagogical learning within a professional learning
community by Aslam, F and Feldman J. (2016) reports on a research based
on the par�cipa�on of �ve teachers in a professional learning community
(PCL) intended to foster pedagogical knowledge among teachers being the
researchers part of the community playing the role of facilitators. The
discussion sec�on of this research focuses on the di�cul�es teachers
presented when facing such pedagogical change.

Another research study, conducted in Australia by Kevin Watson and Fran
Steele from the School of Educa�on College of Arts Educa�on and Social
Sciences University of Western Sydney Astralia, called Building a teacher
educa�on community. The conclusions of this study help us understand
that a leaning community can operate as an ecosystem where change
might be slow and that we must guide the implementa�on of strategies so
that they promote real coopera�on and interac�ons with other teaching
levels. For example, they proposed “debrie�ng” which allowed pre-service
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teachers to lead the discussion, and could act as “catalysts for change”,
allowing par�cipants to share common pedagogical language.

Methodology

Data Collec�on

Considering the dynamics that encompass this research project the
selec�on of the study guidelines depicted in cri�cal ac�on research
methodology resulted very handy. Ac�on research implies having a
reflec�ve view to a problema�c situa�on, propose and implement a series
of ac�ons to address that issue.

Cohen and Manion (in Rodriguez 2007) highlight that “ac�on research
takes into account situa�onal, collabora�ve, par�cipatory, and self-
evalua�ve aspects” (p. 236), so it gives validity to the all the stages of the
project; during the pedagogical interven�on sec�on we intended to
constantly observe students behaviors and a�tudes in order to make
decisions on the class ac�vi�es and teaching prac�ces to ensure the
students take ac�ve par�cipa�on and get the most out of it. This view is
also shared by Bell (in Rodriguez 2007) when she states that ac�on
research becomes “a�rac�ve to educators” due to its prac�cality in this
regard (p. 237).

Data was gathered through students’ exchange of ideas during mee�ngs,
wri�en responses on their reflec�ve journals, their percep�ons of the
e�ec�veness of the ac�vi�es as well as reports and post observa�on
conferences on their performance during their prac�cum experience.

Par�cipants

Our research project involved working with nine student -teachers who
were in the last year of their undergraduate studies. According to
university norms, they must spend twenty hours during the week at the
school se�ng and come to university once a week to take classes. This
research took place during the two-hour sessions they have to take with
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their university mentor who, as stated by Rachamim & Orland-Barak (2016)
ci�ng Wang and Odell (2002) , func�ons in three roles. The �rst is to
provide some emo�onal support to help students cope with the transi�on
from being a student into becoming a teacher: the second one “is
connec�ng between prac�cal knowledge, knowledge about the social
culture of the school, and teaching experiences” (p. 476) and the third one
is to encourage student teachers to cri�cally examine the school system.

Data Sources

The main source of data was the recorded notes during fourteen weekly
two-hour mee�ngs. Student teachers authen�c and spontaneous answers
on the spot ques�ons and responses to peers’ concerns, readings and
teacher’s ideas. Student teacher’s points of view related to common
predicaments and situa�ons they have faced at their prac�cum se�ng.

We also took into considera�on reflec�ons on the main principles that
guide their prac�cum, their explicit concerns and insights related to the
experience as well as University mentor and coopera�ng teachers’
percep�ons on student-teachers’ performances.

Data Analysis and Interpreta�on
The main topic that was evident was classroom management, this focus

is not surprising. According to research and literature classroom
management is one of the main concerns of novice teachers, and there
were concerns about factors that might influence students’ behavior
during English classes. We paid close a�en�on to the terminology used by
student-teachers and the reported ideas that somehow showed some
conceptual transforma�ons.

Classroom management and associated factors

It is one of the most cri�cal aspects that student teachers considered
through the whole prac�cum period. Their concerns around this topic
constantly changed and evolved. They started from basic aspects such as
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how to present rules and consequences to children and establishing habits
and rou�nes to aspects related to concerns on how children perceived and
iden��ed them as �gures of authority and how to reach common
agreements.

During class/ group discussions we expected to �nd some understanding
on how to make rules meaningful to children so they could help them
develop their autonomy and decision-making skills. Student teachers
wished children would behave consistently not just because they could
iden�fy the consequences of breaking the rules, but because they could
start making conscious moral decisions.

They men�oned that there are some fundamental aspects they have to
bear in mind to “establish a climate of coopera�on and respect”; and
men�on some strategies that are being used for example, one of them
men�ons the strategy “helping hands”: Children are assigned some roles
and responsibili�es they have to perform during a week period.

Furthermore, on their wri�en reflec�ons some student-teachers made
their approaches to classroom management explicit. For example, one of
them claimed: “How we teach rules and manage our class influences a lot
on students’ performance and how we may develop and carry out our
subjects before, during, and a�er the day sessions in the classroom On the
�rst hand, Robert J. Mackenzie (2010) stated in Se�ng Limits in the
Classroom that the Democra�c Approach was appropriated to be used if
we really wanted to have harmony in our classroom.”

They agreed that there are other factors that a�ect classroom
atmosphere and pointed out that having well- planned lesson, engaging
topics and mixing theory and prac�ce can be an e�ec�ve way to prevent
some discipline problems. This idea is like the one presented by Lebor, M
(2016) in his research study about what do managers say about classroom
management.

Findings
Student –teachers also came up with concerns related to the role of the

Mother tongue in the learning of a foreign Language which appears to be
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one of their main associated factors that might influence students’
mo�va�on, engagement and behavior in classes.

Percep�ons of mentor teacher and coopera�ng teachers state that most
of them are aware of the students that need more help and struggle in the
classroom and work hard to help them reach the goal set. They have the
same standards for all students and know that di�erent children need
di�erent approaches and strategies to learning and can jus�fy their
decisions going beyond “common sense” so it means student teachers
show some evidence of reflec�ng in ac�on which accounts for the
development of their pedagogical knowledge.

Student-teachers iden��ed some bene�ts to being part of a community
of thinking, namely they show they have developed their understanding of
topics as they claim that they have realized that, even though some
aspects make more sense to them , they are aware of the complexity of
teaching , “everything is connected to everything in the sense that
personality, skills, competences, mo�va�on, love of what we do is
connected to what and how we teach, behave, think, and solve problems
in a classroom and in our society” (VR. Reflec�ve Journal entry).

They also pointed out that being part of our community of learning
provided them with opportuni�es for engagement and addi�onal support
in looking for answers that will meet their individual learning needs as
novice teachers and, at the same �me, more adaptable to change and
looking for poten�al learning opportuni�es. They claimed that discussions
have helped them answer some ques�ons regarding the needs their
students have and what these required from them as teachers.

“We have to be sure and con�dent about who we are and what we are
going to do at a school.” (Ti. Group Interview)

We should highlight that crea�ng a community of learning is a promising
prac�ce in raising student teachers’ awareness on the complexity of
teaching in a suppor�ve way. It facilitates the endeavor of making
connec�ons between theory and prac�ce through reflec�on and
discussion in which student teachers may transform some concepts that
eventually will help develop their understanding of their profession,
contribu�ng in that way to the consolida�on and building of their
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pedagogical knowledge.
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